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ABSTRACT

RACIAL, SOCIOECONOMIC, AND GEOGRAPHIC DISPARITIES
OF FEMALE BREAST CANCER IN TEXAS

by

Nancy Tian, B.S., M.S.

Texas State University-San Marcos
August 2010

SUPERVISING PROFESSOR: F. BENJAMIN ZHAN

Breast cancer, as the most common cancer among women, has been reported to
display remarkable health disparities in the continuum of late-stage diagnosis, utilization
of mammography, treatment options, as well as survival and mortality. These inequalities
are experienced by different subpopulations and related to a complex set of factors, such

xiii

as education, socioeconomic, race, geography, unequal access to health resources, and
health-related policies. Existing knowledge about these factors and mechanisms causing
these disparities in breast cancer outcomes is limited. Few studies have examined how
racial disparities in breast cancer vary across geographic regions, which is key
information for any attempt to allocate limited health resources more effectively and
efficiently. To date, research on racial and socioeconomic disparities of breast cancer
mainly proceeds by combining epidemiological data and investigating risk factors for the
population under study. By doing so, one overlooks the geographical variations of breast
cancer outcomes, a piece of information that is critical to target regions in intervention
programs. Investigating racial disparities across regions can provide useful insights and
reveal unknown risk factors for breast cancer, thereby helping health-policy makers to
improve the overall health outcome of breast cancer among women.
Within the framework of Geographic Information Systems (GIS), this research
conducted spatial and statistical analysis to identify the census tracts that displayed
significant racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality for both
African-American and Hispanic women compared with their non-Hispanic white
counterparts in Texas from 1995-2005. These disparities were measured in terms of rate
difference (RD) and rate ratio (RR) and accounted for the population size of each census
tract. The significance of these disparities was evaluated statistically and the results were
corrected for multiple testing using the false discovery rate approach. For AfricanAmerican women with the RD measurement, 278 and 188 census tracts displayed
significant racial disparities for breast cancer mortality and late-stage diagnosis
respectively in the 4,388 census tracts in Texas. These figures were larger for Hispanic
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women, with 328 and 266 census tracts respectively. Fewer Census tracts tested
significant for the RR measurement. Most of the census tracts with significant racial
disparities were located in the metropolitan areas of Houston, Dallas, and Austin-San
Antonio for African-American women. Hispanics were also found to have significant
racial disparities in the Southwest border of Texas. Logistic regression between the
significance of the RD statistic for the two types of health outcomes indicated that a
census tract with significant racial disparities for late-stage diagnosis was 30 times more
likely to test significant for racial disparities in breast cancer mortality.
Logistic regression was also utilized to investigate the spatial connection of
significant racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality. The
socioeconomic status (SES) was categorized into groups of low, middle, and high based
on the percentage of population living under the federal poverty line. For the two
minority groups, low and middle SES census tracts were more likely to report significant
racial disparities for both health outcomes. About 40% of the census tracts with
significant racial disparities for breast cancer mortality also displayed significant
disparities for late-stage diagnosis. Linear regression was then used to quantify the
relationships between the magnitude of racial disparities in mortality and late-stage
diagnosis for breast cancer. The correlation coefficient was 0.23 for the RD measurement
and 0.45 for the RR measurement for both minority groups. Moran‘s I, however,
indicated the presence of spatial autocorrelation in the regression residuals, which might
reflect the non-stationarity of the regression coefficients and/or the existence of unknown
spatial factors. Therefore, the regression models were weighted geographically to account
for the spatial variations of observations.
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Furthermore, potential risk factors such as demographic characteristics, SES, and
spatial accessibility were added to racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis as covariates
of a logistic regression to investigate their contributions to the significance of racial
disparities in breast cancer mortality. Principal component analysis (PCA) was utilized to
reduce the multicollinearity among covariates and summarized the correlation structure
displayed by the fourteen variables that were used to measure socio-demographic
conditions and spatial accessibility to mammography facilities. The logistic regression
analysis revealed that a census tract with significant racial disparities in late-stage
diagnosis was 4 times more likely to have significant racial disparities in breast cancer
mortality. Lower SES played an important role in determining whether a census tract
displayed significant racial disparities in breast cancer mortality. However, proximity to
mammography facilities had no impacts on the presence of significant racial disparities in
breast cancer mortality for Hispanics, while centroids of census tracts that were closer to
mammography facilities were more likely to have significant racial disparities for
African-American women. For these women, most census tracts with significant racial
disparities were located within the metropolitan areas which had higher concentration of
health care facilities. In addition to the metropolitan areas, significant racial disparities
for Hispanics were also found along the Southwest border of Texas, which lacked health
care and had longer driving distance and time to mammography facilities.
This research analyzed the spatial patterns of racial disparities in late-stage
diagnosis and breast cancer mortality, which shed new insights on the location of
problematic areas and could help prioritizing the areas for effective intervention
programs by accounting for population distributions. The identified risk factors in racial
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disparities could help develop community-based intervention models and lead to a more
efficient allocation of limited health resources with the ultimate goal of saving women‘s
life. Subsidized health insurances and free mammograms for disadvantaged AfricanAmericans and Hispanics could be applied at local communities to reduce racial
disparities in breast cancer. The long term goal to improve the African-American and
Hispanic women‘s health is to boost their income and enhance their social status through
educational attainment.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Health inequality is well noticed within and between developing and developed
countries due to the complicated factors such as unequal access to health resources and
health-related policies. For example, the United States is confronting the serious
challenges of breast cancer disparities as a result of multiple races and sophisticated
socioeconomic stratification. One of the overarching goals of Healthy People 2010 is to
reduce and ultimately eliminate disparities in health across diverse dimensions such as
sex, race, education, and geography (Healthy People 2010 2000). Healthy People 2010,
established on the previous initiatives since 1980s, is a comprehensive array of health
objectives in the United States. Breast cancer is the most common carcinoma disease
among women and it shows disparities in its distribution within the United States. By
focusing on reducing disparities from geographic perspectives and explaining associated
risk factors leading to the disparities in breast cancer, this study is designed to contribute
to the objectives of the Healthy People 2010 framework.

1.1 Background on Breast Cancer
Breast cancer is a severe disease for women due to the uncontrolled growth of
abnormal cells on the surrounding breast tissues. As the most common cancer in
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women, breast cancer accounted for 31% of diagnosed cancer cases in 2001(Greenlee et
al. 2001); exceeded by lung cancer, breast cancer is ranked as the second cancer death
among women (Jemal et al. 2007). In 2006, 40,970 deaths were expected out of 61,980 in
situ cases and 212,920 new cases of invasive breast cancer among women in the United
States (Smigal et al. 2006). In situ means that abnormal carcinoma cells are contained in
breast tissue without spreading into other body parts, while invasive (infiltrating) breast
cancer signals that carcinoma tumours may invade other parts of body by spreading from
original breast tissue (Hunt 2007). The lifetime risk for women to develop breast cancer
has tripled in the last 60 years from 1 in 22 to 1 in 8 (Feuer et al. 1993). The historical
pattern of higher mortality in breast cancer in the Northeast United States has been
attenuated due to the increase of breast cancer mortality in the South (Sturgeon 2004).
Thirty percent of breast cancer can be explained by established risk factors including age,
geographic variation, age at menarche and menopause, age at pregnancy, lifestyle and
environmental exposure (McPherson et al. 2000). It is estimated that 6-7% of diagnosed
breast cancer cases result from inherited family genetics when solely based upon the firstdegree relatives including parents, offspring, and siblings (Claus et al. 1996). A first
degree relative is defined as a family member sharing 50% of his or her genes.
Among all women in Texas, breast cancer is ranked as the most diagnosed cancer,
followed by lung cancer. Among females, breast cancer accounted for 29.7% of cancer
cases diagnosed between 2001 and 2005, followed by 12.8% lung and bronchus cancer
cases (Risser et al. 2009). However, breast cancer responsible for 15.8% cancer mortality
is ranked as the second cancer death after lung and bronchus cancer (24.8%). The goal of
Healthy People 2010 is to reduce breast cancer mortality to 22.3 from 25.0 per 100,000 in
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the United States. The average mortality rate is 23.8 per 100, 000 as well as breast cancer
incidence and mortality rates in Texas are lower in contrast with the national level (25.0).
In Texas from 1998 to 2002, breast cancer mortality among white women was 24.4 per
100,000, compared to 36.0 cases per 100, 000 among African-American women (Smigal
et al. 2006). Out of 12 million in Texas, 15,132 women were diagnosed with breast
cancer in 2008; and 18.4 % of them (about 2,780) is expected to die from the disease
(American Cancer Society 2008b). In 2007, the total cost was US $3.37 billion for breast
cancer, out of which the direct medical cost including cancer care and cancer screening
was US $1.35 billion in Texas (Tan et al. 2009).

1.2 Definitions of Disparity
The terms ―he
alth disparity‖, ―
health inequity‖, and ―
health inequality‖ have
commonly appeared in the context of the public health literature over the last three
decades (Adler and Rehkopf 2008). The term ―
health disparity‖ is commonly used in the
United States while the other two terms are often employed outside the United States. A
health disparity signifies differences in health occurring within people‘s life course.
These differences include where they grow up and live, their historic and present health
status, how to access health care, and their resultant utilization and quality of cancer
treatment. Health determinants have been divided into biological differences, cultural and
personal practices, and health services in institutions. In addition, environmental factors
such as social and physical environments play an important role in shaping people‘s
health. Social factors include a number of factors such as income, education,
employment, and working conditions that comprehensively influence people‘s health and
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health care services they receive (Federal, Provincial and Territorial Advisory Committee
on Population Health 1999; Whitehead 1991).
In the context of public health, the term ―
disparity‖ implicitly places ethical
judgement on health status (Cambridge Dictionaries Online 2001), which distinguishes it
from ―ine
quity‖ which generally means two quantities are unequal. The term ―ine
quality‖
generally indicates differences in health. The phrase ―
health disparities‖ carries the
assumption that there is no difference among different subpopulations such as racial and
social groups. Health disparities emphasize that the difference in health is unnecessary
and avoidable across different populations of interest. If the difference does exist, it could
be modified and amenable to interventions. For instance, the inequalities of health among
age groups are generally unavoidable. Deterioration in the living and working
environment is considered as an avoidable underlying cause of health disparities (Brown
1995). Minority and the poor tend to live closer to the environmentally hazardous
facilities and suffer the health burden from toxins exposure, which is commonly referred
as environmental inequality (Pellow 2000; Szasz and Meuser 1997).
Black and his colleagues (1980) examined the first study of health inequality with
respect to the health burden carried by minorities and underserved groups. Despite the
decades of research, no clear definition of health disparities emerges in the body of
research literature throughout the 1980s and 1990s. Carter-Pokras and Baquet (2002)
listed eleven different definitions according to their resources. For instance, Healthy
People 2010 addressed health disparities as ―dif
ferences that occur by gender, race or
ethnicity, education or income, disability, geographic location or sexual orientation‖ (US
Dept of Health and Human Services 2000, 14). From a public health view, the Centers of
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Disease Control and Prevention defines a disparity as ―thequantity that separates a group
from a reference point on a particular measure of health that is expressed in terms of a
rate, proportion, mean, or some other quantitative measure‖ (Keppel et al. 2004, 7)
Reference points could be the majority of whites, the national or state population average,
the healthiest group, and the highest socioeconomic group, and this may result in
different conclusions about the strength and direction of a disparity (Adler and Rehkopf
2007). Causes of disparities across a range of health indicators sometimes are not fully
understood due to the interaction of social and demographic factors underlying biological
vulnerability, individual life behavior, and institutional structural barriers. Moreover,
differences in lifestyle and social and physical environment appear to suggest
unidentified risk factors in breast cancer. For instance, Maskarine and his colleagues
(2004) found that the descendents of migrants from the countries with lower incidence
would approach the rate in the host countries, indicating the greater importance of
environmental factors on breast cancer incidence.

1.3 Rationale of the Study
Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer in Texas, followed by lung
cancer among women. Breast cancer accounted for 29.7% of cancer cases diagnosed and
15.8% of cancer mortality between 2001 and 2005 (Risser et al. 2009). However, not
everybody is equal when faced with this disease: different racial and socio-demographic
groups display striking disparities with respect to the incidence of late-stage diagnosis
and mortality rates. From 1998 to 2002, breast cancer mortality among African-American
women was 50% higher than for white women: 36.0 deaths versus 24.4 deaths per
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100,000 women (Smigal et al. 2006). The massive burden of breast cancer caused by the
disproportionate representation of African-American and Hispanic women in Texas,
combined with the prevalence of lower socioeconomic status (SES) in these minorities, is
posing a great challenge to health-policy makers. The risks are further enhanced by the
rapid aging of Texan population. By 2040, the number of Texans older than 65 is
expected to triple, which will greatly intensify the social and economical burden in the
State. In 2007 the total cost of breast cancer in Texas, including cancer care and cancer
screening, was US $3.37 billion, an astronomical figure when compared to the total
cancer cost of US $21.9 billion (Tan et al. 2009).
Awareness about disparity issues in health care and cancer has been put into the
public spotlight by an alarming increase in cancer mortality among African-Americans,
first proposed by Henschke in 1973. Minority groups experienced a smaller decline of
mortality burden in breast cancer relative to white females, although the decrease of
breast cancer mortality was evidently observed over the 10-year period 1996-2005 (Ries
et al. 2007). The Texas Cancer Registry reported that, in 1995-2005, non-Hispanic whites
had the highest incidence rate of 125.4 per 100,000 and second highest mortality rate of
24.3 per 100, 000 among all races; African-American women had the highest mortality
rate of 35.6 although its incidence was ranked behind non-Hispanic whites (American
Cancer Society 2008b) .
Health disparities related to socio-demographic factors are more imperative in a
large state like Texas. Disproportionately representative of African-Americans and
Hispanics as well as the prevalence of lower socioeconomic status (SES) in these
minorities challenge the state of Texas with massive burden of breast cancer. It is
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estimated that Hispanics will overtake all other racial and ethnic groups and become the
majority population in Texas by 2035. Hispanics account for 56% of 3.8 million Texans
living in poverty in contrast to 17% African-Americans and 24% non-Hispanic whites
(Texas Health and Human Services Commission 2007). Hispanics disproportionally
represent people under the poverty line in Texas. A possible explanation for the elevated
risk of disease for people with lower SES in part stems from the extensive exposure to
stress and limited health resources for buffering its impact. Poverty is the most critical
factor on receiving preventative care in cancer and maintaining health for people. Thus,
prevalence of poverty as an indicator of options of cancer treatment and its quality
negatively impact population‘s health in Texas.
Mammography preventive screening is a powerful determinant on early detection
in breast cancer, which provides better prognosis survival rates, leading to significant
decrease of breast cancer mortality in the 1990s (Lannin et al. 1998). Screening patterns
across geographic regions reveal the substantial observed racial disparities in breast
cancer. Although health promotion efforts to improve mammography utilization have
greatly aided in the reduction of racial/ethnic disparities in the last twenty years (Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention 2007), structural barriers including transportation
difficulties, inadequate number of facilities and providers in some areas of the nation
hamper fully-utilizing mammogram service (Breen et al. 2007; Chagpar and McMasters
2007), and this ultimately hinders reaching the overarching goal of Healthy People 2010
(Keppel 2007). Moreover, the number of mammography facilities in Texas has dropped
from 575 in 1994 to 508 in 2009 since the inception of Mammography Quality Standards
Act and Program, which maintains the database of mammography facilities in the Food
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and Drug Administration (Eastern Research Group 2001). Overall, mammography
utilization in Texas is 5% less than the national level among all races. Hispanic women in
Texas have 5% lower mammogram use compared to all other races/ethnic groups and
10% less utilization of mammography compared to Hispanic women throughout the
United States (American Cancer Society 2008b).

1.4 Research Questions and Hypothesis
This research contributes to current knowledge of the spatial patterns of breast
cancer, in terms of late-stage diagnosis and mortality in Texas from 1995 to 2005. The
research addresses the following questions.
1) Do geographic and socio-demographic disparities exist in the occurrence of
late-stage breast cancer diagnosis at the census tract level across the state of
Texas from 1995 to 2005?
Null Hypothesis: There is no statistically significant difference across geographic
regions and socio-demographic groups in the occurrence of late-stage breast
cancer diagnosis at the census tract level in Texas from 1995 to 2005.
2) Do geographic and socio-demographic disparities exist in breast cancer
mortality at the census tract level across the state of Texas from 1995 to 2005?
Null Hypothesis: There is no statistically significant difference across geographic
regions and socio-demographic groups in breast cancer mortality at the census
tract level in Texas from 1995-2005.
3) If these disparities identified from research questions 1 and 2 exist, are there
any spatial connections between the disparities shown in the answers to these
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two questions? Could the locations of mammography facilities and other
socio-demographic factors contribute to these disparities?
Null Hypothesis: There is no strong connection between the disparities in
mortality and the occurrence of late-stage breast cancer across census tracts.
This research attempts to provide a better understanding of racial disparities
across geographic regions and facilitate health-policy makers to allocate health education
and health care resources more effectively with the ultimate goal of reducing and even
eliminating racial disparities in breast cancer. Geographic information techniques are
utilized to overcome the barriers of lack of individual socioeconomic information and
examine racial disparities in breast cancer incidence and mortality at the census tract
level in Texas, and this will fulfill the objective of Healthy People 2010: reducing and
eliminating health disparities across enormous dimensions particularly in race,
socioeconomic status, and geography. The proximities of mammography facilities and
other socio-demographic factors are investigated to explain the underpinning racial
differences across geographic regions, with a goal of shedding light on the intervention
programs of improving health and saving thousands of women‘s lives.

1.5 Significance
Cancer disparity occurs when different types of population groups do not
experience the same health status and health care due to socio-demographic factors such
as age, race, and education level (Center to Reduce Cancer Health Disparities 2004).
Despite a growing body of research evidence on cancer disparities (Redmond et al.
2005), the cause and mechanism of racial/ethnic disparities in breast cancer outcome
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remain partially understood due to the limited epidemiologic research on non-white
populations. This study contributes to disparities research in breast cancer by comparing
African-American and Hispanic women with their white counterparts, using a large
population-based incidence and mortality dataset from Texas Department of State Health
Services (TDSHS).
Unfortunately, the etiological mechanism for 70% breast cancer remains unclear.
Disparities research in breast cancer has the potential to save thousands of women‘s lives
by identifying underlying risk factors and developing strategic intervention programs to
reduce and ultimately elucidate the disparities. This study utilizes numerous risk factors
including race, age, socioeconomic, rural/urban residence, and location of mammography
facilities, in order to explain detected racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis and
mortality of breast cancer across regions.
Current knowledge about the causes and mechanisms of racial disparities in breast
cancer outcomes is limited. Few studies have examined how racial disparities in breast
cancer outcomes vary across geographic regions, and identifying geographic variance
should play an important role in attempting to allocate health education and resources
more effectively and efficiently. Investigating racial disparities across regions may
provide useful insights to reveal unknown risk factors for breast cancer. Due to rapid
growth of elderly and large proportion of population under poverty line, age and
socioeconomic status have been crucial factors to consider in Texas in order to reduce
breast cancer burden. Little research has been done to examine how locations of
mammography facilities affect racial/ethnic disparities in breast cancer mortality. Further
research needs to be performed regarding access to and utilization of mammography
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facilities from a variety of population groups in order to identify underserved areas in
view of the fact that the use of clinical facilities often interacts with their neighborhood
environment. Finally, this study offers a valuable guideline targeting tailored preventive
screening to underserved racial groups and regions.

1.6 Breast Cancer Disparities Research and the Disciplines of Geography
According to Pattison (1964) and Robinson (1976), there are four traditions in
Geography: spatial, area studies, man-land, and earth science. The main subjects of study
are people, location, and environment in Geography. Geographers examine questions of
patterns and process (Chapman 1979). Although the four traditions are distinct logically,
they interact with each other. The discipline of geography is broadly split into human and
physical geography. In the Association of American Geographers, human geography
organizes itself in the specialty groups including Health and Medical Geography,
Economic Geography, and Human Dimensions of Global Change. The discussion of
physical geography is beyond the scope of this study. Spatial study concentrates on
spatial distribution of phenomenon including natural and man-made features on the
surface of the earth. The spatial tradition based on the root of spatial analysis has an
arsenal of quantitatively analytic techniques, which are closely related to Geographic
Information Science (GIS) in geography.
GIS has transformed spatial tradition by providing the capability of complex
analysis and helps researchers to identify geographic patterns through techniques of
overlay, buffer, and visualization. The spatial tradition benefits from the use of
contemporary techniques and has been revolutionized in terms of data availability and
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analytic power (Longley and Batty 1996). GIS can identify areas that are in shortage of
health professionals across geographic regions, and help build a strategic platform,
ensuring successful intervention programs from health policy (Juarez et al. 2003).
Availability of current numerous spatial datasets from a variety of health related agencies
enable health practitioners and research scientists to analyze spatial and temporal patterns
of a range of diseases. Geographic information technologies can be integrated into public
health research and help monitor the effectiveness of government policies on reducing
health inequalities (Higgs 2004). In summary, GIS development allows researchers and
scientists to access more geographic health data, therefore by improving the study of
geographic disease patterns in the ultimate purpose of understanding biologic pathways
of underlying factors.
The research is situated within spatial epidemiology, a sub-topic in medical
geography. Medical geography explores health-related topics by applying the concepts
and methods of geography from an ecologic perspective (Meade and Earickson 2005),
and spatial epidemiology study serves as the foundation and logic of interventions in
public health through investigating disease spatial variation in socio-demographic risk
factors for health in populations (Elliott and Wartenberg 2004). The existing surveillance
systems including medical records and death certificates fail to collect socioeconomic
information necessary to systematically analyze racial disparities at an individual level
(Krieger et al. 1997b). Area-based socioeconomic approach facilitated through geocoding
techniques has assisted in overcoming the barrier of socioeconomic data paucity in the
process of quantifying socioeconomic disparities in health. Thus, social inequality studies
have been revived by heightening interest in health disparities due to emerging innovative
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GIS techniques. The general research agenda of health inequality is to explore how social
factors work together and separately shape an individual‘s health through the
environment where he or she lives.

1.7 Outline of the Dissertation
To tackle the research questions proposed in Section 1.4, the rest of the study is
organized as follows. Chapter Two offers a comprehensive overview of the literature
regarding health disparity, particularly in breast cancer. This chapter further discusses the
current interventions and limitations pertaining to the health disparity research. The
research gap on breast cancer disparities is pointed out through the comprehensive
examination of the literature.
Chapter Three presents the detailed description of breast cancer incidence and
mortality datasets used in the research. The analytical methods used in this study are
provided. Chapter Four describes the results of the significance tests of racial disparities
in both late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality for both African-American and
Hispanic women at the census tract level in Texas. The spatial connections of the two
types of racial disparities are examined. Chapter Five assesses racial disparities in breast
cancer mortality using the explanatory risk factors including the significance of racial
disparities of late-stage diagnosis, demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status, and
spatial accessibility. Chapter Six concludes the research with potential intervention
programs and highlights future research work with respect to health disparities in breast
cancer.

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews a range of literature related to health disparities, particularly
in breast cancer which provides intellectual foundation for this research. Health
disparities research has been revived because one of the overarching goals from Healthy
People 2010 is to reduce and ultimately eliminate health disparities among diverse
population groups. Consequently, research concerning disparity, inequality, and inequity
in health has multiplied dramatically since the beginning of twenty-first century. Studies
with ―he
alth disparities‖ as key words have grown from a few in the 1990s to hundreds in
the 2000s. The first section of the chapter provides a general overview of health
disparities not including cancer due to race, socioeconomic, and geographic determinants.
It is followed by a second section which offers an extended review of previous studies in
cancer with exclusion of breast cancer. The third section gives a detailed overview
particularly in breast cancer. The chapter is concluded with discussion on the intervention
strategies (section 4) and current research (section 5) limitations in health disparities.
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2.1 Disparities in Health (not including cancer)
Health disparity research has significantly expanded in the past two decades since
the Department of Health and Human Services launched ―
Healthy People 2010‖ to
eliminate health disparities (Keppel et al. 2004). By 2015, the American Cancer Society
(ACS) is striving for ―
the elimination of disparities in the burden of cancer‖ (Byers et al.
1999). Geographic disparity research has been fueled by the emergence of geographic
information technologies (Clarke et al. 1996). In addition, the pervasive effect of race and
socioeconomic issues on health in the United States provides a strong impetus to
document and monitor a variety of disparities across a wide range of health indicators in
order to develop effective intervention programs allocating health education and
resources more fairly.

2.1.1 Racial Disparities
Race is defined by specific hereditary and biological descent; whereas ethnicity
places a focus on cultural tradition. In a comprehensive review of racial/ethnic disparity
in health care, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) described a model stating that health care
disparities are consequences of the interaction among economic, social, and cultural
factors (Freeman 2003). In an IOM landmark study, Smedley and colleagues (2002)
documented the disparities in a range of health care services, including cardiovascular
care and mental services. Clinician and patient characteristics in addition to the health
care system have been proposed to explain the differences in the utilization and quality of
health care (Klonoff 2009). According to Klonoff (2009), provider-patient
communication, patient‘s decision-making, and familiarity with health care system
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deserve further investigation on the impact of health disparities. Not only health
disparities exist among adults, but it was reported that African-American infants were 2.3
to 3.2 times more likely to have low-birth weight than their white counterparts due to
maternal conditions (Kempe and Wise 1993).
Racial disparities should be diminished or even eliminated thanks to the absence
of socioeconomic barriers if equal health care is provided to the public. Ross and
Mirowsky (2000) argue that public health programs including Medicare and Medicaid
lead to worse health among non-white minorities. For example, racial/ethnic disparities in
hip and knee replacement surgery were remarkably noticed between African-Americans
and whites in the Veterans Affairs health care system (Ibrahim 2007). Financial barriers
were diminished within the health care system. In the equal-access of Veterans Affairs
health system, disparities were most pronounced for medical adherence and surgery
procedures involved with communication (Saha et al. 2008). Furthermore, a study of the
national Medicare system measured 21 indicators in health care quality and found that
Hispanics and African-American still needed health care improvement (Hebb et al.
2003).
Two major reports from IOM have spurred awareness of health disparities and
stimulated prevention programs to improve the minority‘s health at national and state
levels (Haynes and Smedley 1999; Marks 2000). Understanding health-seeking behaviors
among minorities is also critical to approach the goal of eradicating health disparities. For
instance, Latinos tend to be influenced by a combination of remedies, advice from family
members, and strategic differences in health-seeking preferences (MacNaughto 2008).
Established interventions to health racial disparities involve telephone outreach,
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promotion of medical access, and medical adherence (Chin et al. 2007). However, few
studies tested the effectiveness of interventions in reducing racial disparities in the
vascular disease setting (Davis et al. 2007).

2.1.2 Socioeconomic Disparities
There are two explanations for the interaction between Socioeconomic Status
(SES) and health. The first explanation is that SES influences health status (social
causation); and the second reason is that health status ascribes to socioeconomic status
(social selection). Existing health databases include SES as a crucial factor in shaping
individual health status (Fox et al. 1985; Haan et al. 1989). Human behaviors such as
cigarette smoking, physical inactivity, poor diet, and substance abuse are highly related to
SES and play determining roles in health outcomes (Marmot et al. 1984).
Social inequalities in health reflect the unequal distribution of wealth, deprivation
and privilege in population (Lloyd 1978; Veith 2002). In general, people live longer and
have better health care in more affluent countries than in poor countries. Relative
deprivation is associated with poor health and health is a non-linear negative function of
absolute income. Ill health and income may have an inverse relationship over life course
of people. The poverty hypothesis implies that absolute income is critical for people‘s
health in poor countries and relative income (comparing with groups) is more important
in rich countries (Ravallion 1997).
The influence of social inequality on health is evident through the main pathway
of psychosocial factors including stress and discrimination (Brondolo et al. 2009;
William and Mohammed 2009). John Lynch‘s study (2000) illustrated that a death rate
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caused by health problems from income inequality is as high as the combined loss of life
from lung cancer, diabetes, and motor vehicle crashes in the United States in 1990.
Cassel (1976) argued that the improvement of social support could ultimately reduce
disease by changing human resistance to environmental agents. To answer the question
―
who and what drives current and changing patterns of social inequalities in health‖
(Krieger 2001, 672), Krieger called upon the importance of establishing theoretical
frameworks to identify the causes and barriers of reducing social inequalities in health.
Social inequality studies may indicate etiologic mechanisms of neighborhood
effects on health (Diez-Roux 1998; Duncan and Brooks-Gunn 1997). The effects of
social inequalities on health have been investigated, and health-related policies have been
established in an attempt to reduce these inequalities (Leon and Walt 2001; Smith 2003).
Public health professionals and researchers are investigating how social and racial
inequalities impair health among the poor due to adverse living and working conditions
along with inadequate health care accessibility throughout life. Social interventions such
as better health insurance could reduce the inequality both in health and income (Deaton
2001).
Socioeconomic status and race are two independent but interrelated variables
which influence health outcomes. Moreover, socioeconomic status alone plays an
important role in shaping health outcomes. LaVeist (2005) demonstrated that within
racial groups, there were negative relationship between income status and elevated blood
level among men 18 and older. Across the same income group, African-American men
had higher lead level compared to non-Hispanic white men. However, even in South
Korea with racial homogeneity, death rates associated with accidents and diseases were
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found to be explained by lower education attainment (Khang et al. 2004). The possible
explanation for the elevated risk of disease for people with lower SES may stem from the
extensive exposure to stress and limited health resources.
Economic impoverish restrains people among underserved and disadvantaged
groups to access and obtain adequate health care. The example of Steve Jobs, the CEO
and cofounder of Apple underwent liver transplant in 2009, which vividly emphasized
the importance of health insurance barriers and financial support (Hainer 2009). Despite a
nominally universal health system in New Zealand, Maori (indigenous population) and
Pacific people have worse access to health care and health services than Europeans in
New Zealand Pacific women. As a result, the indigenous people suffer from a mortality
rate that is three times higher than non-Maori non-Pacific (European dominantly)
(Marrone 2007; Sarfati et al. 2006).
Health inequality research aims to explore how social factors work together and
separately in shaping an individual‘s health through the environment where he or she
lives. SES has been treated as a control variable instead of an independent etiologic factor
in most current literature (Elster et al. 2003). Health insurance coverage, predicted by
race and SES, is strongly associated with access and utilization of health care.

2.1.3 Geographic Disparities
Racial disparities concerning health may be compounded by geographic variation
of health treatment. Racial disparities persists in diverse health treatments after
controlling for access to treatment and SES, and this may suggest some other unknown
factors underlying geographic regions (Gross et al. 2008). Dartmouth Atlas of Health
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Care documented a variation in the use of Medicare health system across 306 Hospital
Referral Regions (Wennberg and Cooper 1994). Barnett (2001) and Casper (1999)
examined race and gender-specific overall mortality, and disease-specific death rates at
county and state levels, and the researchers found that both treatment patterns and health
outcomes substantially deviated across geographic lines.
Reducing geographic disparities in the quality of care and treatment can in part
eliminate racial disparities in health outcome and benefit all Americans. In contrast to
non-Hispanic whites, minority groups such as African-Americans and Hispanics visit
different hospitals to seek care within their own neighborhoods (Lillie-Blanton and
LaVeist 1996). Aggregated data can identify the community characteristics of health care
and treatment by accounting for region-specific effects (Chandra and Skinner 2003).
Improved access to hospitals and quality of health care can help alleviate health
disparities among different racial groups mainly resulting from regional difference in
treatment and consequent health outcomes. However, the causes of racial disparities
cannot be eradicated by delivering universal health insurance or equal access to health
care at smaller regions because the lower quality of health care is often offered in areas
where minority groups tend to reside.
The Dartmouth Atlas Project has produced a report that demonstrated regional
and racial variations in the health care of leg amputation, the management of diabetes,
and ambulatory care-sensitive hospitalization rates across Dartmouth Atlas hospital
service areas (Fisher et al. 2008). Strong evidence of substantial variation in hospital use
stresses the importance of exploring and addressing underlying causes of disparities
within and across regions. Disentangling health disparities varying by race or region has
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important implications on health policy-making in terms of allocating resources and
targeting prevention programs. However, only a few studies have so far been conducted
with respect to geographic disparities in health in that most quantitative studies
compressed all cases together across geography because of issues involving
confidentiality as well as difficulties in interpreting geographic differences.

2.2 Disparities in Cancer (not including breast cancer)
Cancer rates steadily increased until the early 1990s. The rates have, however,
decreased in both men and women, especially in recent years. The sharp decline of cancer
incidences is mainly attributed to a decrease in male cancer as a result of tobacco use
intervention starting in the early 1990‘s, while incidences in female cancer were
increasing until the early 1990s and then have leveled off. Cancer deaths accounted for
23.2% of overall fatal cases in 1998, preceded only by heart disease. Mortality of all
cancers combined reached its peak in 1991 for both men and women and declined at
1.1% annually during the period from1991 to 1997 thanks to better cancer treatment
options (Greenlee et al. 2001).
Monitoring and documenting health disparities in cancer can help identify
underlying mechanisms by exploring the causes of the disparities. Cancer variations by
race, socioeconomic status and geographic region have drawn much research interest in
detecting the sources of inequality and in implementing intervention program more
efficiently. Cancer disparities could be reduced or even be erased through implementing
potential interventions (reduction in tobacco use, physical inactivity, and obesity), early
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detection (mammography, colorectal screening, and pap smear tests), as well as
appropriate treatment and care (Ward et al. 2004).

2.2.1 Racial Disparities
Cancer incidence and mortality vary across racial/ethnic groups. For example,
African-American women have the highest incidence and mortality rates in all cancers
combined (Devesa et al. 1999); they are 33% more likely to die of cancer compared with
that of white and twice as much to die of cancer as any other minorities (American
Cancer Society 2004).
Racial disparities persist across diverse cancer diseases and cancer outcomes.
Alexander and his colleagues (2007) found that African-Americans experienced higher
mortality and lower survival rates in colorectal cancer compared with Caucasians.
Nevertheless, the magnitude of racial disparities differs across study groups in that
African-American women are 10% to 80% more likely to die of colorectal cancer than
white women (Alexander et al. 2007). Racial disparities in cancer therapy have not
decreased since 1990s. Gross and colleagues (2008) evaluated receipt of cancer treatment
among African-American patients diagnosed with colorectal, breast, lung, and prostate
cancer from 1992 to 2002 in the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER)Medicare linked database. The authors found that the cancer therapy in Medicare
beneficiaries did not improve the magnitude of racial disparities, which indicated failure
of initiatives to alleviate cancer therapy inequalities.
Cancer disparities among races are associated with other risk factors. For
instance, in a retrospective cohort study, African-American patients are 1.36 times more
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likely to die from colon cancer than their white counterparts with equivalent lifethreatening symptoms (Ahuja et al. 2006). The worse cancer outcomes in minority
groups may be due to the treatment difference and consequent lower survival. Using
SEER-Medicare database in the period of 1985 and 1999, African-American patients had
12.7% lower surgical rate for the early stage of lung cancer as compared with their white
counterparts, leading to 7.7% lower in survival rate. However, there was no survival
difference observed among groups undertaking surgeries (Bach et al.1999).

2.2.2 Socioeconomic Disparities
Health effects of socioeconomic status (SES) are pervasive at every level
regardless of what the indicators or cutoff points are. SES is often obtained from the
Census at certain geographic level due to the absence of individual SES. Poverty status is
the most common single measure of SES used in health research with the assumption that
health will not be improved significantly above the poverty line. Instead, every level of
SES categorized by different social measurement complicatedly shapes people‘s health
(Adler and Ostrove 1999). SES could also be created based on summary ranking of
composite variables including median income, poverty, education, and employment at a
geographical scale such as zip code (Eggleston et al. 2006). Kriger and colleagues (2005)
demonstrated that SES at the census tract level provides similar results as individual level
data in addition to considering neighborhood effects. Wang and colleagues (2008)
assigned patients diagnosed with Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma between 1992 and 1999 with
an index of SES according to their residence at the census tract level, which was derived
from the 1990 Census is composed of education, poverty level, and median income
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categorized by quartiles with equal weights. This study found that African-Americans did
not suffer mortality burden after controlling for treatment and socioeconomic status.
Using the same SES index, Du and colleagues (2007) concluded that a lower SES
reduced survival rates among African-Americans who had marginally higher mortality
rate relative to Caucasians.
The direction and strength of the association between SES and cancer depends on
the type of cancer and whether one is interested in incidence, mortality or survival.
Cervical and lung cancer occur most commonly among people with lower economic
status. Smoking prevalence strongly associated with SES explains 80% of lung cancer
(Blot and Fraumeni 1996). On the other hand, breast cancer and melanoma are more
likely to be diagnosed in affluent people (Shack et al. 2008). Overall, existing literature
has an unbalanced focus on racial disparities with absence of research on social
inequalities in the cancer continuum of prevention, etiology, and access to clinical trials
(Palmer and Schneider 2005).
Race and socioeconomic status interact with each other to impact on cancer
continuum from incidence, diagnosis, intervention, and mortality. Minority people tend to
be affiliated with lower SES of income, education attainment, poverty, employment and
occupation. Studies in the current body of literature provide more evidence that race and
socioeconomic status are two independent indicators of cancer outcomes. In the breast,
cervix and uterine corpus cancer data, the interaction of race and SES marginally impacts
all three cancer survivals and SES projects only breast and uterine corpus cancer
(Greenwald et al. 1996). Income and education, but not race, are significant predictors of
survival from multiple cancer diseases (Cella et al. 1991). In a population-based cohort
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study of colon cancer, no significant interaction was reported between race/ethnicity and
socioeconomic status using the product term of the two variables in a Cox proportional
hazards regression model (Du et al. 2007). From methodological perspectives,
multivariate regression models are the most common used approach to deal with the
confounding of race and socioeconomic status.

2.2.3 Geographic Disparities
The likelihood of developing and surviving cancer is associated with where
people live and what races/ethnicities they are. The neighborhood they live in could be
treated as crude surrogates for underlying unknown factors. Cancer incidence varies by
socioeconomic status and geographic locations which reflect underlying effects of living
environment, lifestyle factors, and access to as well as utilization of health care (Macleod
et al. 2000, Neal and Allgar 2005). Mortality and survival variations likely reflect
differences in access to health care and quality of cancer treatment across regions
(Farrow et al. 1996; Morrison et al. 2000).
The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare in conjunction with the
Australasian Association of Cancer Registries (2003) found 7% better survival in urban
areas for all cancers than in remote centers and larger rural areas in Australia. The
Queensland Cancer Registry reported 5% difference in cancer survival between inner
regional and remote centers (Baade et al. 2005). Sabesan and Piliouras (2009)
hypothesized that lack of health providers, delay in referral, transportation barriers, and
support services are contributing factors to cancer difference between rural and urban
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areas. Observed cancer survival and mortality are associated with rural and urban
residence.
Existing literature suggests inconsistent relationship between rural-urban and
cancer outcomes. Place of residence is highly associated with proximity to health care
and convenience of sustainable cancer therapy treatment. Urban population has more
likelihood to obtain better quality cancer treatment and access to more screening
facilities. Reversely, Eggleston and colleagues (2006) found no association between rural
residence and cervical cancer stage as well as survival in contrast to the findings in
Australia that women living in rural areas had odds ratio of 19.4 to die from cervical
cancer (O‘Brien et al. 2000).

2.3 Disparities in Breast Cancer
As the most common cancer among U.S. women, breast cancer alone accounted
for 31% of diagnosed cases in 2001; breast cancer was preceded only by lung cancer
among women for cancer deaths (American Cancer Society 2004). The lifetime risk for
women to develop breast cancer has tripled in the last sixty years from 1 in 22 to 1 in 8
(Feuer et al. 1993). The contributing risk factors include BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations
(5.0%) (American Cancer Society 2004), family history of breast cancer (9.1%), late age
at first birth and nulliparity (Madigan et al. 1995), high alcohol consumption (10.7%),
low beta-carotene intake (15.0%) , low vitamin E intake (8.6%), low levels of physical
activity (11.6% ) (Mezzetti et al. 1998), and smoking (2.5%) (Ishibe et al. 1998).
However, unknown factors are responsible for the remaining 30% breast cancer cases.
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This section attempts to provide an extensive review of disparities research on
female breast cancer and its potential explanations. The existing research on breast cancer
can be divided into three categories: racial, socioeconomic, and geographic disparities.
This section also identifies the research gaps in the literature that are worthy of further
investigation. Appendix lists the primary research regarding breast cancer disparities.

2.3.1 Racial Disparities
In general, white women have a higher incidence rate in breast cancer than
African-American, while African-American women have a higher mortality rate than
whites (Chu et al. 1996). Female breast cancer incidence increased rapidly for all racial
groups during the period of 1980 to1987, which could be explained by the increase of
mammography use in the United States. However, incidence remained at a much slower
increase from 1987 to 2002 (Smigal et al. 2006).
Even within the racial groups, incidence rates increase differently across various
age groups. In the United States, approximately 23% of all breast cancer cases occur
among women younger than age 50 which represents 73% of the total female population.
Incidence rates increased dramatically by age and reached its peak at the age group 75-79
for both white and African-American women during the period of 1975 to 2002. It may
reflect the efficacy of mammography use to detect the slow growing tumors that seem
more prevalent in elderly (Smigal et al. 2006).
White women have a heightened incidence trend for ages 50 and older, but less
applicable to African-American women who show a stable incidence trend in this age
group. Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT) is a risk factor for developing breast
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cancer which may explain the increased trend for white women. In addition, HRT is
associated with larger and more advanced carcinomas tumors (Chlebowski et al. 2003).
For women under age 50, incidence rates have been stable for whites since 1986 and have
decreased for African-Americans since 1991 (Smigal et al. 2006). Mammography
screening variation among racial groups may account for some of the observed difference
in breast cancer incidence (May et al. 2000).
Obesity remains an important variable to explain racial disparities in breast
cancer. The descending trend for premenopausal African-Americans (Magnusson et al.
2005; Vainio and Bianchini 2002) may be associated with multiplying occurrences of
obesity (Flegal 2005). The prevalence of weight gain may result in an elevated risk for
postmenopausal women due to the extra estrogen exposure produced by fat tissues
(Feigelson et al. 2004). However, Hall and his colleagues (2000) did not find any
evidence of body mass index for increased risk among postmenopausal women of both
African-Americans and whites. For example, a survival difference study between
Japanese and Caucasian patients suggested a weak negative association between obesity
and breast cancer survival (Marchand 1991). Low fat intake has been implemented in
adjuvant therapy for postmenopausal women with early breast cancer in the United
States. Contrarily, obesity impact breast cancer stage differently due to difficulty in
detecting carcinoma tumors. A study of breast cancer in Connecticut reported that one
third of observed racial differences in breast cancer stage could be explained by the
severe overweight among African-Americans (Jones et al. 1997). Another replicated
study in North Carolina also demonstrated that the odds ratio of the stage for African-
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Americans was reduced by 27% in a multivariate logistic regression model by
considering hip ratio and severe obesity (Moorman et al. 2001).
There has been a growing body of research on evaluating racial/ethnic disparities
in receiving cancer treatment (Shavers and Brown 2002). Optimal cancer treatments may
potentially be influenced by structural factors, such as insurance coverage, medical
facilities, and staff to provide standard treatments (Freeman and Reuben 2000).
Moreover, the clinical factors impacting breast cancer treatment were identified as
menopausal status, stage, auxiliary lymph node status, histology, and nuclear grade of
primary tumors as well as estrogen receptor and progesterone receptor status. Despite a
seemingly minor racial/ethnic variation in the efficacy of breast cancer treatments, there
is a declining trend with recommended adjuvant therapy among some rural AfricanAmerican and white women (Tropman et al. 1999). Consistent evidence revealed the
trend that African-American women had less radiation therapy after breast conserving
surgery relative to whites (Ballard-Barbash et al. 1996; Riley et al. 1999; Steve et al.
2008). In addition, Asian and Hispanic women frequently received fewer breast
conserving surgeries compared with white women (Morris 2000). Owusu and colleagues
(2006) found that women older than 75 were less likely to receive guideline therapy
which were highly associated with decrease in age-specific breast cancer survival. White
women also experienced shorter intervals of diagnosis and treatment than other racial
groups (Caplan et al. 2000). The good news is that government screening programs
provide similar treatment for medically underserved women compared with all women
diagnosed contemporarily in the same regions (Richardson et al. 2001).
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Estrogen Receptor (ER) status has been established as a treatment predictor for
breast cancer patients (Clarke et al. 1998), whereas Progesterone Receptor (PR) is a
predictor for survival (Elledge and Fuqua 2000). ER+PR+ tumors are more likely to
detect at stage I except in African-American and Hispanic groups. More stage I tumors
detected among white females has been attributed to mammography use. Stage II tumors
are more frequently detected in African-American and Hispanic groups in that these two
groups have not undergone extensive mammography use. However, ER-PR- tumors have
a higher likelihood in stage II for both whites and other ethnic groups. This finding
reflects that mammography screening may not be able to discern ER- tumors as early as
ER+ tumors (Chu et al. 2001).
According to estrogen and progesterone characteristics of carcinogen, Basal-like
tumors (ER-, PR-, and HER2-) are more prevalent among African-American women, and
they occur more often in premenopausal women than postmenopausal (24% versus 15%)
(Perou et al. 2000). Among African-American women, basal-like breast cancer accounts
for 40% of cancer cases for premenopausal women, but only 6% for postmenopausal
women (Carey et al. 2006). Because basal-like tumors are an extremely aggressive
subtype of breast cancer, their prevalence may contribute to the high mortality rates of
younger African-American women. No survival difference observed among older
African-American women suggests that the Medicare program helps alleviating racial
disparities in breast cancer treatment (Chu et al. 2003).
In the mid-1980s and the early 1990s, a declining trend from regional stage to
localized stage of breast cancer might reflect the effectiveness of mammography
promotion efforts and earlier reporting of cancer symptoms. However, the aggregation of
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regional stages since 1993 may imply more accurate classification due to improvement of
sensitive technology to identify lymph node metastasis (Mullenix et al. 2005; Reintgen et
al. 2000). Among younger white women, the increase at distant stages may reflect more
aggressive tumors that are not easy to detect by screening prevention (Talley et al. 2002).
In general, cancer survival rate is primarily determined by cancer stage that varies
significantly within the racial groups. African-Americans, Hispanics, and AmericanIndians had more advanced stages of breast cancer in comparison to whites, Asians, and
Pacific Islanders. These minority groups are more likely to have larger and higher grades
as well as estrogen receptor and progesterone receptor negative tumors (Li et al. 2003).
Even within the same general racial group such as Asians and Pacific Islanders, Japanese
and Chinese women have better survival rate, whereas Hawaiians have the worst survival
relative to non-Hispanic whites (Meng 1997).
The survival rate differences between white and African-American women may
indicate more late-stage tumors and inferior accessibility to beneficial treatments among
African-American women (Chu et al. 2003). Survival variation between white and
African-American women in breast cancer reflects more discrepancy from access to
cancer treatment and quality of care than from biological differences of carcinogen tumor
characteristics (Brawley and Freeman 1999). Utilization and quality of cancer care are
potentially influenced by structural barriers: insurance coverage, treatment
recommendations from physician, and patients‘ own decision-making (Shavers and
Brown 2002). Racial disparities in breast cancer mortality have been widened since
1980s due to a smaller decline in mortality within the minority groups. Using
Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) data from the National Cancer
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Institute between 1990 and 2003, Menashe and his colleagues (2009) found that
increased racial disparities in breast cancer mortality were mainly driven by higher death
rates among African-Americans.

2.3.2 Socioeconomic Disparities
Socioeconomic Status (SES) has a paradoxical influence on breast cancer
incidence and mortality. Higher incidence rates are often found associated with higher
SES (Clarke et al. 2002; Hsu et al. 1997), which has been attributed to risk factors such
as late-age childbearing or lifestyle behavior, and promotion of mammography screening
among higher-SES population (Althuis et al. 2005; Hermon and Beral 1996; Kelsey et al.
1993; Mcpherson et al. 2000). On the other hand, the higher mortality rates among
African-American could be explained in part by the lower SES which determines
population with access to health resources. The historical pattern of higher breast cancer
mortality in the Northeast U.S. has been attenuated due to increase of the breast cancer
mortality in the South region that generally has lower SES (Sturgeon et al. 2004).
Residents living in poor counties had lower death rates of breast cancer than those from
affluent counties in 1975 because of lower incidence rate (Singh et al. 2003). In 1999, the
relationship was reversed that people living in affluent counties had lower mortality
resulting from the favorable survival effect of higher SES.
Freeman and Chu (2005) proposed social determinants of health disparities model
to guide researchers to identify the social, economic, and cultural barriers in order to
develop effective strategies to reduce racial disparities among African-American women
in breast cancer mortality. Gerend and Pai (2007) identified social barriers of breast
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cancer mortality disparities between African-American and white women. Serious
poverty and deprivation may restrain people from easy access to primary care physician,
medical care, competing survival priorities, comorbidity, health insurance, information,
and knowledge about health, risk-promoting lifestyles, and provider-system-level factors.
Culture related barriers include spirituality, perceived susceptibility to breast cancer,
cultural beliefs, and attitudes. Additionally, medical mistrust and barriers related to social
injustice are induced by racial discrimination, prejudice, and physicians‘ perceptions of
patients. Gerend and Pai point out that one important challenge lies in understanding the
pathways of these factors to promote difference in breast cancer outcomes.
Chu and his colleagues (2007) explored cancer disparity measured by cancer rate
ratio and ratio difference by race and socioeconomic status during 1990-2000. Poverty
level at resident counties was used as a measurement of SES within each racial group.
The positive ratio difference for African-American women indicated the disparity
increased from 1990-1994 to 1995-2000. The increased disparity may be explained by
the fact that mortality decline is larger for white women than African-American women
(Chu et al. 2007). Vona-Davis and Rose (2009) examined existing literature and
concluded that strong evidence exists regarding how low SES exerts aggressive
biomarker on breast cancer tumors and worse prognosis. The highest socioeconomic
group among African-American women benefitted most from mortality decline (known
as positive-high socioeconomic gradient). Hispanic and Asian Pacific women also had
positive-socioeconomic gradients for mortality rates during this period. These findings
postulate that the highest socioeconomic group takes the most advantage of health
resources and benefits most from favorable biomedical interventions (Freeman and Chu
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2005). However, the normal pattern of socioeconomic inequality on mortality rates did
not apply to minority groups such as American Indians or Alaska Natives. It is possible
that additional socio-cultural factors such as language, environment, beliefs, and religion
could play an important role in shaping SES patterns and mortality rates of other ethnic
groups (Brach and Fraser 2000).
Lannin et al. (1998) interviewed 743 women diagnosed with breast cancer at the
University Medical Center of Eastern Carolina and found that education and income per
capita in a family in conjunction with cultural belief factors, largely justified the stage
difference in African-Americans. Gwyn and colleagues (2004) also discovered that the
odds ratio of treatment delay among African-Americans reduced substantially after
adjusting poverty index and insurance status that used as a measurement of SES.
However, even among the insured population without barriers to access medical
resources, African-American women still have 7.8% less in five-year survival rate than
whites (Field et al. 2005).
If individual socioeconomic information is not available, aggregate measurement
based on patient‘s residence could be used as a crude surrogate for SES. For instance, in a
study of cancer incidence rate by socioeconomic and region in England, income domain
at zip code was assigned to each patient and ranked at quintile order which includes 20%
of the total population in England (Shack et al. 2008). Moreover, SES is commonly
derived from socioeconomic index of median household income, poverty rate, education
attainment, household crowding, employment, and Townsend deprivation index at the
census tract level (Krieger et al. 2006). Using the percentage of population living under
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the federal poverty line within a census tract, Bradley and colleagues (2002) found that
socioeconomic status is more important predictor for breast cancer outcomes than race.
Individual records may cause individualism bias, while aggregated data may be
associated with ecological fallacy. The method to estimate SES based on the
neighborhood people live is less precise than individual data (Krieger et al. 1997a).
However, in a large prepaid health plan dataset, Krieger validated area-based
measurement methods and observed the similar association in health outcomes between
individual and census-tract economic measurements (Krieger 1992). Hence, the areabased measurement of SES is an appropriate approach to estimate individual SES given
that the current surveillance system does not collect individual SES information such as
income and education levels. SES derived from different geographic scales may lead to
Modifiable Area Unit Problems (Krieger et al. 2002; Openshaw 1984). Depending on the
scale and zoning of individual and aggregated data, the results (e.g. correlation between
income inequality and health) may not be consistent (Rogot et al. 1992).
Social differences are intertwined with racial/ethnic disparities concerning health.
Social inequality can be taken into consideration using Poisson regression model to adjust
for cancer racial disparities (Krieger et al. 2005). Breast cancer is more prevalent among
white women and higher SES groups. Breast cancer incidences have higher rates in
affluent counties than in impoverished counties for all age groups among both white and
African-American women. White women had higher incidence rates than AfricanAmerican women in all the socioeconomic groups during the period of 1998-2002 (Singh
et al. 2003). Breast cancer incidence has increased for all socioeconomic groups
measured by poverty level during the period 1975-1999 (Singh et al. 2003). Vainshtein
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(2008) reviewed five studies pertaining to breast cancer incidence stratified by race and
socioeconomic and found that the magnitude of racial disparities decreased as SES
increased.
There is substantial evidence supporting the argument that the variation in breast
cancer diagnosis, treatment, and survival resulting from socioeconomic disparity is larger
than racial/ethnic disparity (Ayanian et al. 1993; McGinnis et al. 2000; Roetzheim et al.
2000). Bradley et al. (2002) conducted a logistic regression analysis based on a database
of Metropolitan Detroit SEER Registry in order to disentangle the effect of race and
socioeconomic status on breast cancer. African-American women were found similar to
whites at diagnosis, treatment, and survival of breast cancer when controlling other
covariates such as age, insurance coverage, and socioeconomic status.
Higher SES groups are reported to have lower breast cancer mortality by
benefitting the most from intervention programs. For example, Chu et al. (2007) found
that racial disparities increased the most among minorities with the lowest SES group. In
a study of New Zealand, breast cancer mortality disparities among Maori women was
broadened relative to non-indigenous people, which was attributed by a significant
decrease in breast cancer mortality among higher income and education groups (Sarfati et
al. 2006). Latinas were reported to undergo less mammography screening due to lack of
health insurance and low SES (Wells and Roetzhei 2007).

2.3.3 Geographic Disparities
Geographic disparities of cancer mortality and survival indicate a noticeable
discrepancy in access to cancer facilities and quality of cancer treatments across the
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United States. Based on the SEER dataset, Grann et al. (2006) assessed breast cancer
mortality according to SES measured by education, income, and employment at the
county level. Among all the SEER regions, Detroit in Michigan has the worst breast
cancer survival rate while Hawaii has the best. Therefore, geographic variation of cancer
due to SES and race/ethnicity can identify targeting subpopulations and facilitate an
unbiased basis for health care policy-making and health resource allocation.
Disparate breast cancer outcomes differ across regions (Tian et al. 2010). Shack
and his colleagues (2008) assigned an index of income domain to each cancer patient
according to their postal code of residence at diagnosis in England by age and region. The
authors found that the modest variation of socioeconomic-specific incidence in breast
cancer existed between and within regions. A cluster detection study across Texas
revealed that the elevated breast cancer mortality occurred along the Gulf coast and
Central Texas for non-Hispanic whites. Moreover, Hispanics had a relative risk of 18%
with excessive mortality burden in western Texas (Hsu et al. 2004).
Mammogram intake is highly associated with geographic regions because it is
directly affected by the locations of mammography facilities. Utilization of
mammography among urban and rural women demonstrates that rural residence and
Hispanic ethnicity are risk factors for underuse of mammography screening (Coughlin et
al. 2002). Geographic patterns of mammography use in Toronto displayed strong
relationships with income and immigration status (Glazier et al. 2004). The
neighborhoods where mammography facilities are located also lower the likelihood of
late-stage breast cancer (Tarlov et al. 2009).
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The disparity assessment of breast cancer outcomes could be measured at
different geographic levels. The Dartmouth Atlas project utilized local hospital referral
region to analyze racial disparities in health care (Baicker et al. 2004). The
inconsistencies across geographic scales have been evaluated for breast cancer survival in
Michigan using federal house legislative districts, state house legislative districts, and
community-defined neighborhood (Meliker et al. 2009).
Considering cancer incidence, survival, and mortality rates, race and region are
significantly interconnected with each other. Geographic variation of cancer outcomes is
an integral part of racial disparities in that minority tends to live in poor neighborhood
with less health resources and limited access to health care. Compared to white women,
African-American and other disadvantaged minority groups tend to live in and seek care
from different regions and physicians due to financial barriers and inferior accessibility to
health resources (Lillie-Blanton et al. 2001). Therefore, equal access to health care at
local or hospital levels may not elucidate racial disparities, which may explain why racial
disparities still persist in areas with universal health care. Even after adjusting for cancer
stage variation across the regions, persistent and substantial differences in treatment
patterns and health outcome remain (Barnett et al. 2001).
Most studies obfuscated racial disparities and geographic disparities in health
across the US because of ineffective sampling strategy of a national database. Racial
disparities in health should be examined within and across regions to understand whether
it is caused by less treatment for minorities in the same area or minority groups living in
areas with less coverage of health care (Baicker et al. 2004). Racial disparities within and
between regions will have implications in policy making to assure equal access to health
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treatment across regions by reducing racial disparities and increasing quality of health
care.

2.4 Current Interventions
Georgia et al. (2007) examined major health care databases and found that
enhancing knowledge in treatment could help patients make proper treatment options in
the health-care delivery system. A tracking and feedback registry system demonstrated a
significant increase of oncology consultations by 14% and a decrease of 9% in underuse
of adjuvant treatment (Bickell et al. 2008). This finding suggests increasing knowledge
would help reducing racial disparities in breast cancer treatment. Regardless of race, poor
people are more likely to have worse cancer outcomes. Public intervention programs may
reduce breast cancer disparities in health for women by extending health care coverage to
uninsured and poor individuals.
The increase of prevention research is positively associated with state variation of
mammography use (Legler et al. 2002). Social support and reminders from physician
were reported to improve the reschedule screening rate on time (Bobo et al. 2004).
Advices from primary care physicians regarding the use of age-appropriate screening
care may save female lives in a more cost effective way among Asian women. For
example, some subgroup women including Chinese non-U.S. citizens or citizens without
usual sources of health care are least likely to have mammography screening (Gomez et
al. 2007). A retrospective cohort study of 265 patients, who underwent operative therapy
at university hospital in Newark (Kim et al. 2008), suggests that African-American
women had higher proportion of failure to complete adjuvant therapy, indicating follow-
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up after treatment may improve the survival rate. Improved treatment among AfricanAmericans is a more cost-effective approach to reduce racial disparities than increased
screening (Mandelblatt et al. 2004).
Moreover, mammography screening comparison may provide valuable evidence
as to whether practice pattern and subsequent diagnostic evaluation influence breast
cancer mortality (Ballard-Barbash et al. 1996). Community-initiated and action-oriented
research is more likely to lead to action of improving community health (Cook 2008).
Research on cancer disparities can facilitate the health decision makers to design
intervention programs and allocate health resources more efficiently and effectively.

2.5 Current Limitations
This section describes the current limitations on cancer disparities in the
following topics: race related issues, methodological issues, and SES measurement
issues. It identifies the research gaps in health disparities and points out the future
research work for potential improvements.

2.5.1 Race Related Issues
The two approaches in determining race identity include self-identification and
race assignment by the health administrators. However, there are some problems in the
collection of race/ethnicity data and its consequent analysis: 1) growing diversity within
the minority populations; 2) more non-English-speaking individuals; 3) the rising number
of multi-racial individuals (Sequist and Schneider 2006). The quality of racial disparity
data could affect the measurement errors such as observer bias, change in racial identity,
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multiracial status, definition(s) of racial group, census undercount, and the availability of
adequate data for minority groups (William 1996). The variability of race/ethnicity
identification has affected the interpretation of research pertaining to racial disparities in
breast cancer (Kaplan and Bennett 2003). Long et al. (2006) recognized the importance
in handling datasets missing data in race/ethnicity and found that over 40% of 114
articles did not address issues of missing data in race/ethnicity by examining literature in
the Veteran Health Administration System.

2.5.2 Methodological Issues
No consensus has been reached on the specific measurement of health disparities
to be used. Careful choices have to be justified in using relative or absolute disparities,
unequal weights among population groups, reference point, pair-wise or summary
comparisons, favorable or adverse events, and inherent ordering of the SES groups
(Keppel et al. 2005). Guidelines have been described clearly by the Centers of Disease
Control (CDC) in order to make appropriate choices pertaining to the above six issues. In
the current health inequality research, simple comparison of rates (Chu et al. 2007),
relative risk (Hsu et al. 2004), and hazard ratio (Grann et al. 2006) are commonly used
for pair-wise measures on health gradients. Pearcy and Keppel (2002) developed the
index of disparity (ID) to summarize variation across groups such as race, education and
income for a population. Their study implemented the ID measurement using several
health indicators and found that cardiovascular disease mortality did not change across
race/ethnicity but decreased across gender between 1989 and 1998.
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Cancer disparities are recommended to be measured at both absolute and relative
scales. Using lung cancer incidence, Harper et al. (2008) provided an overview of
absolute and relative measurements by social groups and race/ethnicity groups.
Percentage of population under the poverty threshold at the county level was used as a
social index. Using age-adjusted prostate and lung cancer mortality in the counties of
Southeastern US between 1970 and 1994, Goovaerts and his colleagues (2007) assessed
the statistical performance of power and specificity of six different relative and absolute
measurements across geographical regions through simulation approach. The authors
concluded that two statistic methods of weighting population outperformed others.
Moreover, false discovery rate approach is recommended to correct multiple testing issue
involved across geographic regions. Meliker and Goovaerts (2009) applied the method
into datasets of breast and prostate cancer in Michigan and evaluated the geographic scale
effects on the magnitude and direction of absolute and relative measurements.

2.5.3 Socioeconomic Status Measurement Issues
Due to the unavailability of socioeconomic status (SES), few population-based
studies quantitatively examined socioeconomic gradients in breast cancer incidence. Only
7% of cancer registries collect information about the education level of patients (Krieger
2002). Lack of individual socioeconomic data has been a barrier to quantify the
socioeconomic effects on health. Areal-based socioeconomic measures have been a
promising approach to resolve the issues of paucity of socioeconomic data in public
cancer health research. Moreover, the conventional aggregated method has been used to
demonstrate that social conditions had a decisive role on mortality patterns among
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neighborhoods in France (Coleman 1982). In the absence of individual SES, ecologic
measures have their inherited fault because SES derived from residence areas may not be
representative to individual‘s current and historical SES. However, people living in the
same area tend to have similar deprivation levels which are robust over time (Woods et
al. 2005).
In summary, the current research about SES effects on cancer health have the
following methodological issues: 1) the whole range of the SES hierarchy has not been
examined extensively including the effect variation between different SES levels; 2) SES
is commonly measured by single variables such as income and education; 3) SES
indicators have been measured at only a specific scale, either at individual level or
aggregate level; 4) the vast majority of studies have used simple correlation or regression
analysis to examine primary effects of SES on health outcome. Therefore, there is a gap
of knowledge regarding the appropriate measurement of SES and which index to be used
to better understand how SES shapes individual and neighborhood health.

2.6 Conclusions
Monitoring and documenting disparities in cancer across race, SES, and
geographic regions can provide quantitative evidence on the progress of ―
Healthy People
2010‖ in attaining its goals (Keppel et al. 2004). In the early twenty-first century, health
disparities gained more research attention across diverse health dimensions (Redmond et
al. 2005). Disparities research regarding breast cancer ranges from incidence, hormonal
and lifestyle factors and genetic/biologic factors to treatment, survival and mortality
(Brody et al. 2007). Most literature has been directed to health disparities of breast cancer
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between white and African-American women, while the growing Hispanic population is
calling for research efforts to identify and assess associated risk characteristics for its
race. A variety of breast cancer outcomes may result from established and unknown risk
factors among racial groups across regions. Compared to white, early child-bearing may
be a protective factor for Hispanic population, while the religious and cultural beliefs and
lower SES may be risk factors for the more advanced carcinoma stage. Institutional,
cultural and linguistic barriers are important factors for Asian women who are reported
not to follow mammography use recommendations in addition to their lower SES
(Gomez et al. 2007).
In terms of racial disparity assessment, public health researchers confront
challenges due to data availability, difficulty in race/ethnicity identification, sample size
limitation, Modifiable Area Unit Problem (MAUP), availability of cultural and
socioeconomic data at the individual level (Sequist and Schneider 2006). The maturity of
geographic information techniques offers a new and different platform for research
related to health disparities. Disentangling regional variation from racial disparities with
regard to breast cancer can provide a guideline for well-organized prevention programs.
Even though areal-based measurement approach overcomes the barrier of individual SES
information shortage, it inevitably introduces MAUP, a common issue for geographic
scale research.

CHAPTER III

DATA AND METHODS

This chapter presents the detailed description of the data and methodology in this
study. Section 3.1 describes the data sources of the geography and population, breast
cancer incidence, and breast cancer mortality. Section 3.2 describes the methodology of
this research. The approach of racial disparity measurement was discussed to quantify the
absolute and relative differences of cancer rates adjusted by the population size. The
linear regression and logistic regression were further elaborated to explain the predictors
which were adopted to model racial disparities. Local indicator of spatial autocorrelation
was used to test spatial dependency within the spatial datasets and to provide the
evidence of a needed geographically-weighted scheme in a regression analysis. Factor
analysis was utilized to detect the underlying structure in order to minimize the
multicollinearity essential for a regression analysis.

3.1 Data

3.1.1 Geography and Population
Texas is the largest state in the contiguous United States with an area of 268,820
square mile. The estimated population was 24,236,974 in 2008 with an annual increase
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of 2.0% since the year 2000. The population density is 34.8 people/square kilometer in
2008. In 2006, the demographic distribution was estimated as follows: 70.6% white,
11.5% African American, 3.3% Asian American, 0.5% Native American, and 12.3%
other racial group; by ethnicity the population was categorized as 35.5% Hispanic or
Latino and 64.5% non-Hispanic in Texas.
The cartographic boundary shapefile was retrieved from the US Census 2000
(Figure 3.1). Census tracts are denser within metropolitan urban areas such as Houston,
Dallas, and the Austin-San Antonio area. With an average of 4,000 people in each unit,
Census tract is designed to contain homogenous populations in terms of socioeconomic
composition within the neighborhood. Census tract is also a common administrative
geographic unit used to determine eligibility and resource allocation for diverse
programs. A total of 4,388 census tract were indentified in Texas for the year of 2000.
Female population by race and age was derived from the 2000 Census Summary
File 1 (SF 1) 100-Percent Data. Race is defined as specific physical, hereditary and
cultural traditions within social-political construct, while ethnicity is categorized by one
of two ethnicities: Hispanic or Latino, and not Hispanic or Latino. Three races/ethnicities
groups of non-Hispanic white, African-American, and Hispanic were considered in the
study. In 2000, the female population for non-Hispanic white was 5,555,694; that of
African-American was 1,244,302; and the female population of Hispanic or Latino was
3,273,458. The population was grouped as five categories of age 1-14, 15-24, 25-44, 4564, and 65 above to calculate age-adjusted cancer rates.
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Figure 3.1 Census tracts in Texas.

3.1.2 Data of Breast Cancer Incidence
The study aims to examine racial disparities of breast cancer from 1995-2005 in
Texas. Breast cancer incidence data were provided by the Texas Cancer Registry, Texas
Department of State Health Services. This dataset includes all diagnosed breast cancer
cases with various characteristics of stage, resident address, diagnosed date, race, and
Hispanic origin. The Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Summary
Staging, as one of the most fundamental staging systems, categorizes cancer cases based
on how far it spreads from its original point (Young 2001). According to SEER Summary
Stage Coding Scheme (National Cancer Institute 2001), breast cancer stages are coded as
follows: 0-in situ; 1-localized; 2-regional by direct extensions; 3-regional to lymph
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nodes; 4-regional (direct extension and lymph nodes); 5- regional, not otherwise
specified; 7- distant metastasis; 9-unstaged, unknown, unspecified. In situ refers to that
the carcinoma cells are still retained within the cell groups. A localized cancer is
constrained to the organ of breast and has no spread further than the breast tissue.
Regional cancer extends beyond the limits of the breast organ. Distant stage is tumor
cells metastasizing to other body parts (Shambaugh and Platz 1977). Early and late stages
in breast cancer are general terms defined using many clinical and pathological staging
systems. In this study, codes ―0‖ and ―
1‖ indicate early stage. It is difficult to distinguish
regional and distant cancer. Regional and distant stages with codes ―2
-7‖ are defined as
late stage (DeChello and Sheehan 2007). Breast cancer is reported at unknown-stage,
which is excluded in this study.
About 150,087 total cases among all races were reported with the exclusion of
190 records from Veteran‘s Administration facilities due to confidentiality issues. In
addition, 437 cases with incomplete address information were excluded from this study
as they were not successfully geocoded based on information provided from the original
dataset obtained at the Texas Cancer Registry. Thus, 92,655 cases (61.91%) are identified
as early-stage breast cancer, 44,515 (29.75%) as late-stage, and 12,480 (8.34%) as stageunknown/unspecified. Breast cancer varies by race and stage. About 109,453 nonHispanic white women developed breast cancer; 15,147 African-Americans and 21,211
Hispanics were diagnosed. Moreover, 2,896 cases (1.94%) and 943 cases (0.63%) were
identified with breast cancer for other and unknown racial groups respectively, which
was not considered in this study. Table 3.1 presents the number and proportion of breast
cancer cases by race and stage. Non-Hispanic white women were 11.72% and 9.98%
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more likely to be detected as the early-stage than African-American and Hispanic
females. On the other hand, late-stage breast cancer was 10% more prevalent in these two
minority groups relative to their white counterpart.
Table 3.1 Number and proportion of breast cancer incidence cases by race and stage
Early-Stage

Unknown-Stage

Total

%

n

%

n

%

n

non-Hispanic white 70,627

64.53

30,210

27.6

8,616

7.87

109,453

African-American

7,999

52.81

5,605

37.00

1,543

10.19

15,147

Hispanic

11,570

54.55

7,755

36.56

1,886

8.89

21,211

Total

90,196

61.86

43,570

29.88

12,045

8.26

145,811

Race

n

Late-Stage

3.1.3 Data of Breast Cancer Mortality
Breast cancer persists as the leading cause of cancer death among women in
Texas. The mortality data of female breast cancer were provided by the Center of Health
Statistics, Texas Department of State Health Services (TDSHS). Demographic
information and causes of death were collected in death records by the Vital Statistics
Unit from TDSHS (Risser et al. 2009). A total of 27,162 death cases were reported in
Texas through the year of 1995-2005. All cases had information on street address, age
group, year of death, race, Hispanic origin, and geographic location. In this study, 3,228
cases (about 11.88%) were disqualified as a result of geocoding process failures owing to
lack of complete address information. Table 3.2 displays the geocoding results across
races/ethnicities. The matching rate was slightly different among racial groups. AfricanAmerican and Hispanic groups had as much as 3-4% more cases to be successfully
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geocoded in comparison to non-Hispanic white females. To examine the age-adjusted
mortality rates by races, the US 2000 Standard Million population was employed to take
into account the heterogeneity of age distribution.
Table 3.2 Geocoding results among race/ethnicity groups
Non-Hispanic white

African-American

Hispanic

Total

Matched

16,419

3,616

3,655

23,690

Unmatched

2,458

350

412

3,220

Matching rate

86.98%

91.17%

89.87%

88.03%

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Disparity Measurement Approach
African-Americans and Hispanics tend to live in different areas than the nonHispanic white population. Hence, geographical disparities in the level and quality of
offered health care can drive reported racial/ethnic disparities (Baicker et al. 2004).
However, most studies used national samples which masked geographic variations in
health. Identification of geographic disparities in late-stage diagnosis and mortality of
breast cancer provides quantitative assessment that helps health policy-makers to
determine the effectiveness of intervention programs and health resources at the local
level.
According to a report from the Surveillance Research Program (SPR) and the
Applied Research Program (ARP) of the Division of Cancer Control and Population
Sciences of the National Cancer Institute (Harper and Lynch 2006), pair-wise absolute
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and relative comparisons for cancer data suffice for the comparison of specific groups.
Health differences can be measured at relative and absolute scales, which are the primary
means to enumerate effect sizes across diverse social and racial groups. A relative
measure articulates the rate differences against a reference point. An absolute measure
provides a simple arithmetic difference between a target group and a reference group
(Keppel et al. 2005). Thus, relative and absolute measures provide fundamentally
different information with the possibility of arriving at different conclusions. Relative
disparity cannot reflect the variation patterns in health in absolute measure. So the rate
difference (absolute measurement) and rate ratio (relative measurement) were employed
to investigate racial disparities in breast cancer in the study. Rate difference provides
arithmetic difference in health outcomes between two racial or social groups and rate
ratio is simply a ratio between health outcomes measured on target (e.g. minority) and
reference groups (Harper et al. 2008). The non-Hispanic white, the most favorable group
is commonly used as a reference point which all groups are desired to achieve.
Accounting for population size in the computation of the disparity statistics
allows one to allocate greater weights to racial or socioeconomic groups with larger
population. In addition, a population-weighted scheme corrects for the small number
problem that is often observed for minority groups and smaller geographic units. Fleiss
(1981) and Lachin (2000) proposed four different population-weighted statistics in
absolute scales and two different ones in relative scales. Goovaerts et al. (2007) assessed
the six statistics through a simulation approach mimicking different scenarios in terms of
the magnitude and frequency of disparities. They identified two test statistics (Equations
1 and 3 below) that had higher power and created fewer false positives using prostate and
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lung cancer mortality datasets for the period of 1970-1994 in the Southeastern part of the
United States. The power measures the probability of correctly detecting significant
disparities, while a false positive corresponds to the situation where a racial disparity is
wrongly declared significant. The statistic to measure absolute differences between two
racial groups is as follows:

Disp Abs (u i ) 

r2 u i   r1 u i 





 1
1 
r u i  1  r u i  


 p1 (u i ) p 2 (u i ) 

(1)

where r (u i ) is the population-weighted average of cancer rates computed as:
r ui  

p1 (ui )r1 (ui )  p2 (ui )r2 (ui )
p1 (ui )  p2 (ui )

(2)

The statistic to measure relative differences between two racial groups is as
follows:

Disp Re l u i  

 r u  
log  2 i 
 r1 u i  
1  r2 u i  1  r1 u i 

p 2 u i r2 u i  p1 u i r1 u i 

(3)

In the above expressions, p1 (u i ) and r1 (u i ) denote the population size and
mortality rate of the reference group in region u i (i.e. non-Hispanic white population),
while p2 (ui ) and r2 (u i ) are the same quantities measured for the disadvantaged racial
groups including African-American and Hispanic. Region u i represents any geographic
units of census tracts. The two statistics in equations (1) and (3) assume a normally
distributed dataset.
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The null and alternative hypotheses for testing whether the difference in health
outcomes between two racial groups is significant are as follows:
The hypotheses for absolute difference
H1A

H 0 : RD(ui )  Disp Abs (ui )  0

H1B

H1 : RD(ui )  Disp Abs (ui )  0

The hypotheses for relative difference
H2A

H 0 : RR(ui )  DispRe l ui   1

H2B

H1 : RR(ui )  DispRe l ui   1

The significance (p) of the above two test statistics can be assessed by comparing
the test statistic against its expected distribution under the null hypothesis of equality of
rates among all race/ethnicity. However, hundreds of individual tests might need to be
conducted, particularly when small geographic units are analyzed. Correction for multiple
testing is thus essential to avoid overestimating the proportion of significant disparities
(i.e. high likelihood of erroneous alarms). The procedure of false discovery rate (FDR),
which controls the expected amount of factual null hypotheses out of the total number of
rejections, was implemented because of its less restriction and more power than other
correction methods (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995).
A two-tailed test was performed with a critical  level equal to 0.05 and FDR
correction using the Space-Time Intelligence System (Avruskin et al. 2004). NonHispanic white population was used as the reference population, which means that a
positive rate difference (RD) indicates higher cancer rates for the African-American and
Hispanic women. Similarly, if rate ratio (RR) exceeds 1, the minority women experience
worse health outcomes than their non-Hispanic white counterparts. This study reports all
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geographic units where absolute and relative racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis and
mortality of breast cancer that were tested significant. The geographic unit is excluded
from the RD/RR statistics and subsequent analysis if the population of any ethnic group
is equal to 0. The geographic units were not considered as well when the number of cases
is zero for both ethnic groups when measured in RD and for either ethic groups when
measured in RR.

3.2.2 Regression Methods
Multivariate regression method is the most common approach exploited to assess
a dependent variable in relation to a set of explanatory variables (i.e. the independent
variables) (Devore 2003; Zar 1999). Different approaches can be used to derive the best
fitting regression model. Linear and logistic regressions were adopted to analyze the
spatial connection of racial disparities of breast cancer between late-stage diagnosis and
mortality rates as well as to investigate the significance of racial disparities in breast
cancer mortality using other predictors. A linear regression model predicts the quantity of
a dependent variable based on a number of independent variables. There are three
primary assumptions for linear regression: 1) all observations must be independent, 2) all
variables must be normally distributed, and 3) variances must be similar across both
dependent and independent variables (Reminton and Schork 1985). A simple linear
regression can be established as follows:
M

yi    j xui j   i
j 0

(4)
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Where u i is observation at that location i (i.e. census tract), j is the number of
independent variables.

 j is the coefficient of the independent variable j in the

regression.  i is the residual variable at location u i . The regression parameters were
estimated using a maximum likelihood approach (Aldrich 1997). The significance of the
overall model was assessed by comparing the test statistic against the F distribution
(Kutner et al. 2004).
Aspatial regressions assign equal weight to all the data regardless their
geographical locations and lead to a single regression model for the study area. However,
traditional regression models are not sufficient for analyzing geographic datasets because
they ignore the dependence of observations in space. Waldo Tobler formulated the first
law of geography as ―
everything is related to everything else, but near things are more
related than distant things‖ (Tobler 1970, 236). Geographical weighting of the data is
required to consider the spatial dependency by fitting a single intercept and slope across
multiple overlapping neighborhoods in a spatial dataset (Fotheringham et al. 2002).
The geographically weighted regression (GWR) was proposed by Brunsdon et al.
(1996) and modified by Stewart Fotheringham and Martin Charlton (2002). In a GWR
regression, each observation is assigned a weight based on its proximity to the center of
the local overlapping windows centered on the location u i . In this study, a linear
regression is constructed for each focal point of census tracts by weighting the
neighborhoods. Neighbors in a spatial weight can be defined by the number of nearest
neighbors and distance range. Weighting schemes used in the study is the Gaussian
kernel function, which allows flexible spatial contexts according to the number of
neighborhood specified. When the spatial features are denser, the spatial context is
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smaller; vice verse. The Gaussian kernel bandwidth varies across space with the decay
function of weighting neighborhoods. The weight is diminishing as the distance increases
from focal points to neighborhoods. The spatial weighting algorithm of Gaussian function
is formed in equation (5).
2

wij  exp( d ij / b 2 )

(5)

Where wij is the weight assigned at location i based on neighborhoods j , d ij is referred as
the distance from the local point of i to neighborhood of j , and b represents the kernel
bandwidth. The optimal bandwidth can be determined by minimizing Akaike Information
Criterion (AICc). The detailed description AICc can be found in the book written by
Sakkamoto and colleagues (1986).
This research utilized the traditional and GWR linear regressions to assess the
spatial connections of racial disparities of breast cancer between late-stage diagnosis and
mortality rates. The normal-transformation was applied to the test statistics of the two
types of racial disparities, which was obtained from the racial disparity analysis. The
normal-transformation was done by ranking dataset values from lowest to highest and
assigning the values of normal distribution according to their ranks (Goovaerts and
Jacquez 2004). The determination coefficient ( R 2 ) in the regression analysis indicates
how much variance in the dependent variable could be explained by the independent
variables. The correlate coefficient is another indicator of the association of dependent
and independent variables.
A logistic regression has been developed for predicting the binary dependent
variable according to independent variables which could be categorical or numerical data
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(Zar 1999). Logistic regression has two assumptions of independent observations and
linear relationships between independent variables and the log odds of the dependent
variable. In this study, significance of a census tract in racial disparities of breast cancer
mortality can be assessed using a bivariate or multivariate logistic regression.
Significance test determines if a census tract is significant in racial disparities of breast
cancer in late-stage diagnosis and mortality rates. The logistic regression can also be
applied to evaluate the association of significance of racial disparities with the
socioeconomic level for each census tract. In a logistic regression, the probability of
dependent variable coded as 1 could be established by the following function.

1

pui 
1 e



M

  j xui j

(6)

j 0

1‖ at location u i .
In the above function, pui is the probability of a ―

 j is the

coefficient of the variable j in the regression. e is the natural logarithm. The parameters
are estimated with the goal of maximizing the log-likelihood estimation, which is a
repetitive process. The significance of the full model and individual terms are assessed
using a chi-square distribution (Devore 2003). Logistic regression provides the results of
the parameter estimates, the significance of parameters, and odds ratio along with
confidence interval. The odds ratio can be computed by the power of parameter estimates
with the base of natural log. Two R-squares of Cox and Snell and Nagelkerke are
calculated in a logistic regression model in STIS. Nagelkerke R square is similar to the
adjusted R square in a linear regression. The Gaussian weight method allows logistic
regression to account for the spatial dependency for geographical datasets. However, the
GWR logistic regression has the possibility with failure of convergence in the
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determination of model coefficients using the estimation of Maximum Likelihood
Approach. In particular, logistic regression could not converge if there are a larger
number of missing values and smaller count of ―
1s‖ for binary dependent variable.

3.2.3 Local Indicator of Spatial Autocorrelation
To detect if the residuals in either linear regressions or logistic regressions have
any spatial autocorrelation, local indicator of spatial autocorrelation (LISA) statistics was
adopted in the study. LISA statistics, known as Local Moran‘s I (Anselin 1995), were
utilized to identify the adjacent areas with similar values (clusters) or dissimilarity of
neighbour values (outliers). Local Moran‘s I analysis provides an index of I and Z score
for each spatial feature at local scale by decomposing the global Moran‘s I (Moran 1950).
Index I indicates the strength of the similarity of each feature with its surrounding
features, while Z score represents the statistical significance for each I value at local
scale. Local Moran‘s I can be calculated as follows.

I ui  ( xui  x ui ) j 1 wuij ( xu j  x )
j n

ui

(7)

where I ui is the local Moran‘s index denoting the strength of similarity at location u i .

xui and xu j is a pair of values tested for location u i and u j which includes all locations
falling within a searching window radiating from a focal point of location u i .

x ui represents average of all values within the searching window of location u i . In
addition, wuij denotes the spatial weight signifying the strength of connection between
locations u i and u j . The null hypothesis for Local Moran‘s I is stated as follows.
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Null hypothesis: there is no association between the value observed at a location
and the values around its surroundings.

H 0 : I ui  0

(8)

Index I ui ranges from -1 to +1 in the equation 8. Large positive index represents
that the region I ui have stronger similar values as its near neighbors, while negative
values suggests the dissimilarity of values at location u i and its surroundings. The
Moran‘s I was performed in STIS to evaluate the significance of spatial autocorrelation
with Monte Carlo randomizations.

3.2.4 Factor Analysis
Factor analysis is an approach to identify the composite factors underlying all
observed variables. This approach is typically used to reduce the multicollinearity and the
number of variables by making possible combinations among the observed variables. In
this study, principal component analysis (PCA) was utilized to extract the common
factors underlying the independent variables before performing regression (Jolliffe 2002).
Principal component analysis was developed by Karl Pearson in 1901 as a standard tool
of revealing the unobserved composition using minimum dimensions to explain the most
variance within a dataset. Principle component analysis has stringent assumptions
including a linear combination of its basis vector to account for the variance within the
original database.
For a matrix of X mn , m is the number of measurement types and n is the number
of samples. Each row of a matrix X mn corresponds to observations at all locations for a
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particular type of measurement and each column represents all types of measurements at
a particular observed location. The covariance for the matrix C X is defined as a
measurement of the linear relationship between the m measurement types. The
covariance of matrix C X is expressed as a dot product matrix computation with the
written form as follows.

CX 

1
XX T
n

(10)

X T is the transpose matrix of X . The principle algorithm then applies an orthogonal or
oblique rotation matrix ( P ) on the base vector to maximize its variance in m-dimension
space. The principle components in matrix P are order-ranked based on the total variance
explained by each component. The matrix P is equal to the eigenvectors of C X (Shlens
2005).
This study applied an exploratory factor analysis which assumes no a priori
framework in grouping the variables. PCA was conducted to reduce the correlation
among the independent variables for subsequent regression analysis. Because the PCA is
based on the linear relationships, screening the data is critical step to identify the need of
data transformation before performing PCA. This study adopted the normal
transformation by ranking the data from minimum to maximum and matching them to the
value in the normal transformation. In this study, factor loading greater than 0.6 was
utilized to extract the underlying constructs in addition to the light of theory (Hair et al.
1998). The detailed description of PCA can be found in the book written by Jolliffe
(2002).

CHAPTER IV

SIGNIFICICANCE TESTS AND SPATIAL RELAIONSHIP OF RACIAL
DISPARITIES IN LATE-STAGE DIAGNOSIS AND
BREAST CANCER MORTALITY

This chapter provides the results of significance tests of racial disparities in latestage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality at the census tract level for both AfricanAmerican and Hispanic women. This part intends to answer the research questions I, II
and the first part of research question III that are elaborated in Chapter I. Research
questions I and II attempt to identify the census tracts with significant racial disparities of
late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality. The first part of research question III is
to examine the spatial relationship of racial disparities between late-stage diagnosis and
breast cancer mortality. After mapping all late-stage incidence and mortality cases using
the software package of ArcInfo 9.3, the age-adjusted rates were calculated for each
census tract in SPSS 16.0 using the population of 2000 Census. Non-Hispanic whites
served as a reference point to compute the statistics of rate difference (RD) and rate ratio
(RR) for African-American and Hispanic women at each census tract. Significant tests
were corrected with a false discovery rate (FDR) approach in the software package STIS
1.8.
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The spatial relationship of the two racial disparities in breast cancer is explored as
well in this chapter. The visualization of census tracts significant in both racial disparities
indicated that the number and locations of these two disparities were not consistent. The
confirmatory analysis based on the normalized statistics of racial disparities suggested the
strong association occurred in the linear and logistic regression. Local indicators of
spatial autocorrelation found that the residual of these regression models had spatial nonstationary characteristics. The geographically weighted regression improved the
performance of the regression models and revealed the spatial variance underlying the
connection of racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality.
This chapter is organized as follows. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the results of
significance tests of racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality
among African-American and Hispanic women. Section 4.3 analyzes the spatial
relationship of these two disparities using confirmatory data analysis approach.

4.1 Significance Tests of Racial Disparities in Late-stage Diagnosis of Breast Cancer

4.1.1 Late-stage Diagnosis Rates of Breast Cancer
As the result of an uneven distribution of population and cases among the three
racial groups, not all census tracts in Texas (4,388) had residents and breast cancer cases
for each race. Table 4.1 lists the statistics of census tracts with non-zero population and
late-stage breast cancer cases at the census tract level. The ratio of number of census
tracts with non-zero population to late-stage diagnosis was expressed as a percentage. In
Texas, about 90% of census tracts with non-Hispanic white residents reported at least one
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late-stage diagnosis case, while 42% and 56% were observed for African-American and
Hispanic women respectively. These results indicated that the much smaller proportion of
census tract units had at least one late-stage diagnosis for African-American and Hispanic
females. Moreover, more census tracts were observed to have at least one late-stage
diagnosis of breast cancer for Hispanics than for African-Americans.
Table 4.1 Number of census tracts with non-zero population and non-zero cases of breast
cancer late-stage diagnosis by race

Number of
Census Tracts
(n=4,388)

Non-Hispanic
white

AfricanAmerican

Hispanic

Population

4,382

4,322

4,375

Late-Stage

3,925

1,818

2,447

Percentage

89.57%

42.06%

55.93%

All cases from 1995-2005 were aggregated for each race to determine late-stage
incidence of breast cancer in Texas. Late-stage diagnosis refers to distant and regional
stages of breast cancer among women. The 2000 population obtained from the U.S.
Census Bureau was utilized as the denominator of cancer rates which were adjusted
based on the 2000 US Standard Million Population. Although the 2000 population may
introduce inaccuracy of breast cancer rates for the study period of 1995-2005, over/under
estimation of population before and after 2000 may improve the accuracy of rates
calculation for the whole study period by combining all cases together. The rate and
proportion of late-stage diagnosis in Texas were computed for the 18 age groups of 0-4,
5-9, 10-14….80-84, and 85+ for non-Hispanic white, African-American and Hispanic
women.
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Figure 4.1a displays late-stage diagnosis rates by age and racial groups. All
women experienced close to zero late-stage incidence rates in their middle twenties. Then
late-stage rates of breast cancer had an increase trend by age groups among non-Hispanic
white, African-American, and Hispanic females. However the rates would never cross
with each other with the highest rate for African-American women followed by nonHispanic whites and Hispanics. On the other hand, non-Hispanic whites and AfricanAmericans reached the peak of late-stage incidence rates at the age 70-74. More
specifically, non-Hispanic whites had the late-stage rates of 128.60 per 100, 000 while
African-Americans experienced the rates of 140.08 per 100, 000 at the age group of 7074. Furthermore, Hispanic women displayed slightly oscillating late-stage rates after the
age group of 55-59 and approached the peak of 102.39 per 100,000 women at the age 8084.
The proportion of late-stage diagnosis was computed for each race as the total
number of late-stage cases in breast cancer for each age group divided by the total
number of late-stage cases for all age groups. Figure 4.1b illustrates the proportion of
late-stage diagnosis by age group and race. Interestingly, African-Americans and
Hispanics showed very close patterns of proportion of late-stage diagnosis by age group,
although overall Hispanics had the lowest late-stage incidence rates. At the age 40-44,
both African-Americans and Hispanics reached their proportion peak of late-stage
diagnosis of 14.20% and 14.31% respectively. Smaller proportion of non-Hispanic white
women experienced late-stage diagnosis at the age younger than 50-54, while more cases
for non-Hispanic whites were diagnosed late-stage at the age group older than 55-59.
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These results showed that African-American and Hispanic females were diagnosed in a
more severe stage of breast cancer among the younger age group.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1 Late-stage specific incidence rates per 100,000 (a) and proportion of
late-stage cases (b) for breast cancer by race and age group.
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4.1.2 Racial Disparities of Breast Cancer Late-stage Diagnosis among AfricanAmerican Women
The methodology to identify significance of racial disparities was discussed in
Chapter III. The late-stage incidence rates were computed for all the racial groups under
study based on the adjustment of five age groups of 0-14, 15-24, 25-44, 45-64, and 65+
and 2000 US Million Population. These age groups were selected for age-adjustment
rates so as to minimize the small number issue caused by calculating the cancer rates at
such a small geographical level of census tract.
Table 4.2 lists the number of geographic units identified as experiencing
significant higher late-stage diagnosis for African-American women in comparison with
non-Hispanic whites using RD measurement. If RD is greater than 0, it indicates that
minority has significant higher rates compared to non-Hispanic whites, otherwise
significantly lower rates. Thus, 188 census tracts out of 4388 exhibited significant racial
disparities in terms of rate difference (RD) statistic (Figure 4.2 a). Most census tracts that
showed significant in racial disparities of late-stage diagnosis were observed in the
downtown areas of Houston, Dallas, and Austin-San Antonio. When zoomed, Houston
and Dallas had more census tracts testing significant in racial disparities of late-stage
diagnosis than the Austin-San Antonio area.
Geographic units were further classified according to their level of socioeconomic
status (SES). The poverty line is defined by combining household income and family
size. For instance, the poverty line was defined as $17,463 for a family size of four,
including two children under 18 years in 2000 (U.S.Census Bureau 2009). Low SES is
defined to have more than 20 percent of population living under poverty line, middle SES
and high SES are referred to have 10%-20% and less than 10% population living below
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the federal poverty line. The association between low SES and significant racial
disparities of late-stage diagnosis was more apparent in the inner center of the three
metropolitan areas. About 79% of census tracts (149 out of 188) tested significant in
racial disparities of late-stage diagnosis to have a designated low SES.
When the RR measurement was utilized, nine census tracts were identified as
having significant racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis (Table 4.2). RR greater than 1
suggests that the target groups (i.e. the minorities) were found to have significantly
higher cancer rates compared to the reference group (i.e. non-Hispanic white). In contrast
to the RD, six out of nine census tracts having significant racial disparities showed as the
high SES level.
Table 4.2 Number of census tracts with significant racial disparities in breast cancer latestage diagnosis for African-American women
Poverty Level

AfricanAmericans

RD < 0
RD > 0
RR < 1
RR > 1

High SES
(0-9.99%)

Middle SES
(10.00-19.99%)

Low SES
(  20.00%)

Total

0
13
0
6

0
26
0
2

0
149
0
1

0
188
0
9

Figure 4.2b illustrates these census tract locations on map. The outskirts of
Houston were found to have three census tracts with significant racial disparities and low
SES level. The Dallas metropolitan area had four census tracts where African-Americans
experienced significantly higher late-stage diagnosis of breast cancer. In addition, one
census tract was located in Hays County with low SES and the other one was found in
Tom Green County with the middle SES, which located in the central Texas. One
explanation is that these census tracts have a smaller number of African-American
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residences and one or two late-stage cases could inflate the incidence rates dramatically.
In contrast to non-Hispanic white women, none of the census tracts displayed
significantly less late-stage diagnosis for African-American women because no census
tracts were found either RD less than 0 or RR smaller than 1 (Table 4.2).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2 African-American breast cancer late-stage diagnosis: significant racial
disparities according to the RD (a) and RR (b) statistics.
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4.1.3 Racial Disparities of Breast Cancer Late-stage Diagnosis among Hispanic
Women
Table 4.3 summarizes the number of census tracts that tested significant in racial
disparities of late-stage diagnosis for Hispanic women compared to non-Hispanic whites.
The geographic units were classified into low, middle, and high SES as well based on the
percentage of population living under the poverty line. Hispanics were found to have
significantly higher late-stage diagnosis than non-Hispanic white females within 266
census tracts based on the rate difference (RD) statistics. These census tracts were not
only located in the Metropolitan areas of Houston, Dallas, and Austin-San Antonio, but
also were found along the Southwest border of Texas (Figure 4.3a). Hispanic populations
were concentrated on the above areas and had low socioeconomic status. About 88.34%
(235 out of 266) of these census tracts tested significantly higher late-stage diagnosis for
Hispanics and had low SES level of more than 20.00% population living under the
federal poverty line. In terms of the RR statistics, only two census tracts were detected as
displaying significant racial disparities (Figure 4.3b). Both of the two census tracts have a
poverty level greater than 10.00%. Hispanics were not observed to have significantly
lower late-stage diagnosis for both RD and RR measurements (Table 4.3).
Table 4.3 Number of census tracts with significant racial disparities in breast cancer latestage diagnosis for Hispanic women
Poverty Level

Hispanics

RD < 0
RD > 0
RR < 1
RR > 1

High SES
(0-9.99%)

Middle SES
(10.00-19.99%)

Low SES
(  20.00%)

Total

0
8
0
0

0
23
0
1

0
235
0
1

0
266
0
2
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 Hispanic breast cancer late-stage diagnosis: significant racial
disparities according to the RD (a) and RR (b) statistics.
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4.1.4 Discussion on Racial Disparities of Breast Cancer Late-stage Diagnosis
In the study, the proportion of stage by age and race illustrates that women in the
younger age group experienced more late-stage breast cancer for both African-Americans
and Hispanics than the older age group (65 and older). The phenomenon could be
explained by the proposition that younger women are inclined to develop more
aggressive cancer lumps and are less likely to be screened (Chu et al. 2001; Russell et al.
2003; Wells and Roetzheim 2007). On the other hand, women older than 65 have better
access to health care through Medicare program and the higher utilization of
mammograms, which leads to a decrease in late-stage diagnosis for older women
(Potosky et al.1993).
This study identified the number and locations of census tracts that tested
significant in racial disparities of breast cancer late-stage diagnosis for both AfricanAmerican and Hispanic women. The results were not consistent based on the RD and RR
statistics. Many more census tracts were identified significant using RD statistics than RR
in that the number of census tracts with missing values differed considerably for the two
measurements due to their measurement essences. RR statistic generally leads one to
discard more geographic units because the measurement assigns any census tracts as
missing values if they have no population or no cases for either target or reference
groups.
A large number of census tracts were found to have significantly higher late-stage
diagnosis rates for African-American and Hispanic women in comparison with nonHispanic white females. Richardson and colleagues (1992) found that African-Americans
and Hispanics were 1.29 and 1.32 folds greater risk to diagnose in the advance stage of
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breast cancer in Los Angeles, California than White non-Hispanics, when controlled for
socioeconomic status. Hispanics are often reported to have lower incidence rates than
White non-Hispanics (Risser et al. 2009). However, the incidence rate ratios for
Hispanics were observed significantly lower in the early detection of breast cancer than
non-Hispanic whites, especially within the age group under 50 (Bentley et al. 1998).
This study concluded that more census tracts had significantly higher late-stage
diagnosis for Hispanics than for African-American women compared with non-Hispanic
whites in Texas from 1995-2005. This could be explained by the higher percentage and
wider spatial distribution of Hispanic populations in the Metropolitan areas of Houston,
Dallas and San Antonio as well as the Southwest border of Texas. Significantly higher
proportions of census tracts tested significant in racial disparities of late-stage diagnosis
were fallen into the low SES level of more than 20% population living under the poverty
line. The strong connection of racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis and low SES status
may reflect the obstacles to accessing limited health resources and lack of financial
support for minorities, especially in the impoverished areas.

4.2 Significance Tests of Racial Disparities in Breast Cancer Mortality

4.2.1 Breast Cancer Mortality Rates
Non-zero death of breast cancer cases was observed in merely a smaller
proportion of census tracts for minority groups as compared with non-Hispanic white
whites in virtue of small population size for minorities within such a small geographical
scale of census tract. Table 4.4 provides the information of the number of census tracts
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with no-zero population and mortality data for the three racial groups. The ratio of row 1
by row 2 was referred to as percentage. Only 36% of census tracts with Hispanic
residents reported at least one death from breast cancer during the eleven-year period of
1995-2005. A similar proportion (31%) was observed for African-Americans. In
comparison, non-Hispanic white females had a much larger percentage (80.28%) at the
census tract level. The much smaller proportion of units which had at least one death was
observed for minority populations. In addition, as census tracts generally include similar
population sizes, they are smaller within metropolitan urban areas such as Houston,
Dallas, and the Austin-San Antonio area.
Table 4.4 Number of census tracts with non-zero population and non-zero mortality of
breast cancer by race

Census Tracts
(n=4,388)

Non-Hispanic
white

AfricanAmericans

Hispanics

Population

4,382

4,322

4,375

Mortality

3,518

1,341

1,592

Percentage

80.28%

31.03%

36.39%

Figure 4.4 demonstrates the distribution of mortality rates and proportion by age
and race. Women of each race before their mid twenties had close to zero mortality rates
(Figure 4.4a). Afterwards, breast cancer mortality increased with age for AfricanAmerican, Hispanic, and non-Hispanic women. The mortality curves for all three racial
groups did not overlap and displayed similar ranking across age groups. AfricanAmericans had the highest mortality while Hispanics had the lowest, with intermediate
rates for non-Hispanic whites. There was a stronger slope to the curve for AfricanAmericans around age 70-74, with a lag of about five years for non-Hispanic whites and
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Hispanics. The proportion of mortality cases by age and race is shown in Figure 4.4b.
Younger African-American and Hispanic women had the higher proportion of mortality
among the younger age group than non-Hispanic women, and vice verse among the older
age group of 70-74. For African-American and Hispanic women, the mortality peaked
five years earlier than non-Hispanic white females who approached their mortality crest
at age 55-59.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4 Age-specific mortality rates per 100,000 (a) and proportion
of mortality cases (b) for breast cancer by race and age group.
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4.2.2 Racial Disparities of Breast Cancer Mortality Rates among African-American
Women
Table 4.5 shows all census tract units where absolute and relative racial disparities
in breast cancer mortality tested significant. The rate difference (RD) measurement is an
absolute measure of breast cancer mortality rates for minority women compared to the
non-Hispanic white. The rate ratio (RR) measurement is a relative measure of breast
cancer mortality rates for minority groups compared to non-Hispanic whites. A positive
rate difference (RD) indicates higher breast cancer mortality rates for minority women.
Similarly, if the rate ratio (RR) exceeds 1.0 the minority women experienced significantly
higher mortality rates than their non-Hispanic white counterpart. The number of census
tract units was classified further according to low, middle, and high socioeconomic status
(SES) as measured by the percentage of the population living below the poverty
threshold.
The statistic was not computed and labeled as ―nocases‖ in the legend of Figure
4.5 whenever populations were zero for either reference or target groups using both
measurements. In addition, census tracts were not considered as well if the number of
cases was zero for one of the two ethnic groups using RR measurement or zero for the
reference group (non-Hispanic white) using RD measurement. About 278 out of the total
4,388 census tracts (6.30%) displayed significantly higher mortality for AfricanAmerican women compared to the non-Hispanic whites in terms of rate difference (RD)
measurement (Table 4.5). Among these census tracts with significantly higher mortality
rates for African-American women, a large proportion (87.77%) had a poverty rate
greater than 10.00%. Most of the significant disparities for African-American women
were found within the metropolitan areas of the Houston, Dallas, and Austin-San Antonio
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(Figure 4.5a). On the other hand, two census tracts located within the Houston
metropolitan areas displayed significantly higher mortality rates for non-Hispanic white
women. The small number issue was responsible for the observation. A closer
examination indicated that the two census tracts had either one or two deaths for a
population of twelve non-Hispanic white females in the past eleven years, which
contributed to the exceptionally high mortality rates. These two census tracts had a low
SES level with more than 20% population living under the poverty line. No census tract
tested for significant relative racial disparities (RR) (Figure 4.5b).
Table 4.5 Number of census tracts with significant racial disparities in breast cancer
mortality for African-American women using RD and RR measurements
Poverty Level

Census
Tract
(n=4,388)

High SES
(0-9.99%)

Middle SES
(10.00-19.99%)

Low SES
(  20.00%)

Total

RD < 0

0

0

2

2

RD > 0

34

54

190

278

RR < 1

0

0

0

0

RR > 1

0

0

0

0
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(a)
Census tracts in blue

(b)

Figure 4.5 African-American breast cancer mortality: significant racial disparities
according to the RD (a) and RR (b) statistics.
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4.2.3 Racial Disparities of Breast Cancer Mortality Rates among Hispanic Women
Table 4.6 shows the number of census tracts significant in racial disparities of
breast cancer mortality for Hispanic women at various SES levels. Low, middle, and high
SES levels were referred as 0-9.99%, 10.00%-19.99%, and 20.00%+ population living
the federal poverty line (Chu et al. 2007). Out of 4,388 census tracts in total, 328 had
significantly higher mortality rates for Hispanic women in comparison with non-Hispanic
white using RD statistics, while significantly higher mortality rate for non-Hispanic
whites were detected for only two census tracts (Table 4.6). These 328 census tracts were
primarily found within the three metropolitan areas and the Southwest border of Texas
(Figure 4.6a). The majority (81.11%) of census tracts with significantly higher mortality
rates of breast cancer among Hispanic women had low SES with more than 10.00%
population living under the poverty line. However, two census tracts had significantly
higher mortality rates for non-Hispanic white with a low SES level. No significant racial
disparity was found when using the RR statistic (Figure 4.6b).
Table 4.6 Number of census tracts with significant racial disparities in breast cancer
mortality for Hispanic women using RD and RR measurements
Poverty Level
Census
Tract
(n=4,388)

Medium SES
(10.00-19.99%)
0

Low SES
(  20.00%)
2

Total

RD < 0

High SES
(0-9.99%)
0

RD > 0

20

42

266

328

RR < 1

0

0

0

0

RR > 1

0

0

0

0

2
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(a)
Census tracts in blue

(b)

Figure 4.6 Hispanic breast cancer mortality: significant racial disparities according
to the RD (a) and RR (b) statistics.
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4.2.4 Discussion on Racial Disparities of Breast Cancer Mortality
This study found that the proportion and location of census tracts tested
significant in racial disparities of breast cancer mortality changed depending on the type
of statistic (absolute versus relative). The application of the RD statistic to census tract
data resulted in the detection of a larger proportion of significant racial disparities. None
of census tracts was identified significant through the RR statistic. Statistically, more
differences are tested significant when measured in absolute terms (i.e. rate difference
RD) than relative terms (i.e. rate ratio RR). Sometimes, absolute and relative measures
can lead to opposite conclusions on health disparities (Harper and Lynch 2005). Thus,
the Centers for Disease Control recommend utilizing both absolute and relative
measurement in order to fully understand the magnitude and direction of health
differences, especially across geographic areas and populations (Keppel et al. 2005). So
both relative and absolute measurements should be employed when assessing racial
disparities in order to clarify where significant racial disparities occur.
African-American and Hispanic women experienced significantly higher
mortality rates than non-Hispanic whites in the Southeast metropolitan areas and the
Southwest border of Texas. Non-Hispanic whites generally displayed the lower mortality
rates of breast cancer. Although a few census tracts had significantly better mortality
outcome for African-Americans and Hispanics, it is likely an artifact of the analysis
caused by too small population sizes following the partitioning into such a small
geographic unit (census tract) and different age groups. For example, the two census
tracts with significantly larger mortality for non-Hispanic whites within the Houston
Metropolitan area contained only twelve non-Hispanic white females and one or two
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deaths in the study period of 1995-2005, which could cause the dramatically higher
mortality for non-Hispanic whites.
More units were found significant for Hispanics than for African-Americans,
which could be explained by the wider geographical distribution of Hispanics relative to
African-Americans in Texas. Significantly higher mortality rates for African-American
and Hispanic women occurred in more impoverished areas of the Southeast metropolitan
areas and Southwest border with Mexico. Regions of lower socio-economic status were
found to be associated with more substantial racial disparities for African-Americans and
Hispanics. A plausible explanation might be that disadvantaged minorities living in
underserved areas could not access health care resources as conveniently as other races in
higher SES areas.
It should be noted that impoverished neighborhoods are typically characterized by
lack of sufficient health care facilities, physicians, and even appropriate cancer treatments
(Bradley et al. 2002; Farley and Flannery 1989; Heck et al. 1997). Although nonHispanic whites live in the same disadvantaged regions, these females may be able to
overcome transportation barriers, have better financial support, and access to more health
care in affluent neighborhoods (Blackman and Masi 2006; Wang et al. 2008). Late-stage
diagnosis may happen more frequently in minorities and ultimately widens racial
disparities in mortality rates within the same geographic regions (Adams et al. 2006;
Baquet et al. 2008; Merkin et al. 2002). On the other hand, socio-economic status is a
composite statistic that mixes all races, which could be misleading in that a region
dominated by minorities may have lower SES overall that does not reflect the status of
non-Hispanic whites in that region (Goovaerts 2010).
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4.3 Spatial Relationship of Racial Disparities in Late-stage Diagnosis
and Breast Cancer Mortality

4.3.1 Visualization of Spatial Locations of Significant Racial Disparities
To examine the spatial association of the two racial disparities in both late-stage
diagnosis and breast cancer mortality, Table 4.7 shows the number of census tracts that
tested significant in the two types of racial disparities. These geographic units were
further sorted based on the low, middle, and high SES measured in terms of percentage of
population living below the poverty line. For both African-Americans and Hispanics,
more census tracts were identified as experiencing significant racial disparities in breast
cancer mortality than late-stage diagnosis. For the absolute statistic RD, it was observed
that about 188 census tracts had African-American women with significantly higher latestage diagnosis and 278 census tracts with significantly higher breast cancer mortality
relative to their non-Hispanic white counterparts. A similar pattern was observed for
Hispanics who experienced significantly higher rates of late-stage diagnosis and breast
cancer mortality in 266 and 328 census tracts, respectively.
The significance test of the two racial disparities was not consistent using RD and
RR measurements (Table 4.7). When measured using RD, none of the census tracts
reported significantly lower late-stage diagnosis for the two minority groups (i.e. the RD
statistic is never significantly less than 0). However, a couple of census tracts had
significantly lower mortality rates of breast cancer for minority groups. This could be
explained by the small number issue. For the relative statistic RR, neither AfricanAmericans nor Hispanics had significantly lower rates of either late-stage breast cancer
diagnosis or breast cancer mortality because RR was never observed significant less than
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1.0. A few census tracts were tested to have significantly higher rates of late-stage
diagnosis for both African-Americans and Hispanics. But, no significant racial disparities
in mortality were detected using RR measurement.
Table 4.7 Number of census tracts with significant racial disparities in late-stage
diagnosis and breast cancer mortality using RD and RR measurements

Mortality
AfricanAmericans Late-State
Diagnosis
Hispanics

Mortality
Late-State
Diagnosis

HighSES
(0-9.99%)

Middle SES
(10.00-19.99%)

Low SES
Total
(  20.00%)

RD < 0

0

0

2

2

RD > 0

34

54

190

278

RD > 0

13

26

149

188

RR >1

6

2

1

9

RD < 0

0

0

2

2

RD > 0

20

42

266

328

RD > 0

8

23

235

266

RR > 1

0

1

1

2

Census tracts that reported significantly higher rates of late-stage diagnosis and
breast cancer mortality often had the low SES level. A logistic regression analysis was
performed with the significance test of racial disparities as the dependent variable and the
level of SES as the independent variable. The analysis was conducted only for the RD
statistic because of the greater number of census tracts reported as significant. Census
tracts with RD less than 0 are coded as missing values/no data. The census tracts were
dichotomized as either ‗1‘ (significant) or ‗0‘ (not significant) based on the significance
test of racial disparities. SES was re-coded as numeric dummy variables of ‗3‘ (low), ‗2‘
(middle), and ‗1‘ (high). The relationships between racial disparities and SES levels
(dependent variable) were assessed for both late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer
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mortality (independent variable). Table 4.8 summarizes the results of the logistic
regression with odds ratio of the parameters and significance of the model (p). The
relationship between the two racial disparities and SES levels were tested significant with
the p values less than 0.05. For African-American women, census tracts classified as
middle and low SES were 2.27 and 18.35 times more likely to report significant racial
disparities in late-stage diagnosis, while the ratio was 1.86 and 10.19 for breast cancer
mortality. Within census tracts of middle and low SES level, Hispanics were found to be
3.24 and 46.89 times more likely to be associated with significantly higher rates of latestage diagnosis than non-Hispanic white females. These ratios were 2.51 and 24.29 for
breast cancer mortality. Furthermore, the impacts of SES level on racial disparities were
greater for late-stage diagnosis than for mortality as well as for Hispanic women than for
African-Americans.
Table 4.8 Results of the logistic regression: odds ratios (ORs) and p values with the
significance of racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis/breast cancer mortality
(dependent variable) and SES (independent variable) using RD measurement
SES

African-Americans
OR (95% CI)
1 (reference)

p

LateHigh
<0.001
stage
0.016
Diagnosis Middle 2.27 (1.16 - 4.44)
Low
18.35 (10.35 -32.52) <0.001
Mortality

High

1 (reference)

Hispanics
OR (95% CI)
1 (reference)

p

3.24 (1.45 -7.27)

0.004

<0.001

46.89 (23.07 - 95.30) <0.001

<0.001

1 (reference)

<0.001

Middle 1.86 (1.20 - 2.89)

0.005

2.51 (1.46 - 4.29)

0.001

Low

<0.001

24.29 (15.30 - 38.57) <0.001

10.19 (7.00 - 14.82)

However, the census tracts that tested significant for racial disparities both in latestage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality did not fully overlap across space (Figure
4.7). The number and geographical locations of census tracts that had significant absolute
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disparities were shown for both African-Americans (Figure 4.7a) and Hispanics (Figure
4.7b). The results of significance tests were not shown in figures for RR statistics due to
the much smaller number of census tracts significant in the two racial disparities. Among
African-Americans, 109 census tracts tested significant for both late-stage diagnosis
(188) and breast cancer mortality (278). These significant census tracts were primarily
found within the three metropolitan areas. This result can be explained by the larger
population of African-American women resided in urban areas. Among Hispanics, the
130 census tracts were tested significant in both late-stage diagnosis (266) and breast
cancer mortality (328) (Figure 4.7b). These tracts were located in the metropolitan areas
and along the Southwest border of Texas where the Hispanic population was larger. The
downtown regions of these areas displayed significant higher late-stage diagnosis and
breast cancer mortality rates for Hispanic women.
In summary, the dichotomous results from the significance test indicate that about
40% (109/278 or 130/328) of the census tracts with significant racial disparities in breast
cancer mortality also displayed significant disparities in late-stage diagnosis for both
African-Americans and Hispanics. On the other hand, 58% (49%) of the census tracts
with significant racial disparities for late-stage diagnosis tested significant for AfricanAmericans (Hispanics) for breast cancer mortality. More census tracts were identified as
having significant racial disparities in breast cancer mortality than late-stage diagnosis,
which might indicate that some other confounders impact mortality. There were more
census tracts with significant results for Hispanics than for African-Americans due to the
much higher Hispanic population resided in Texas (Guzman 2001).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7 Geographic distributions of census tracts with significant racial disparities
of late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality (RD) for both African-American
(a) and Hispanic women (b).
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4.3.2 Descriptive Statistics of Racial Disparities in Late-stage Diagnosis and Breast
Cancer Mortality
Spatial relationships of racial disparities between late-stage diagnosis and breast
cancer mortality need to be assessed in a regression analysis. The regression analysis can
be very sensitive to the presence of extreme values for the dependent and independent
variables. Therefore, examining the statistical distribution of RD and RR statistics
becomes a critical step before constructing any regression models. A .dbf file with all the
RD and RR statistics for both African-American and Hispanic women was exported from
STIS, which prepared for the data-process in the software package SPSS.
Table 4.9 summarizes the descriptive information of RD and RR statistics, which
includes minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis for
racial disparities of late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality for both AfricanAmerican and Hispanic women. The disparity statistics were not computed for census
tracts with either zero population or zero cases for minority groups and the reference
group (i.e. white). N in Table 4.9 represents the number of census tracts with either RD or
RR statistics. Min, max, mean, and standard deviation provided quantitative information
about the data distribution of RD and RR measurements in both late-stage diagnosis and
breast cancer mortality. Skewness measures the lack of symmetry of a distribution, while
kurtosis informs on the degree of peak or flat relative to a normal distribution. Positive
skewness implies the distribution has a long upper tail while positive kurtosis indicates
the peak of distribution is sharper than the normal distribution. A normal distribution has
skewness and kurtosis ranging from -3 to 3 (Rogerson 2010).
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Table 4.9 Descriptive statistics of RD and RR racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis and
breast cancer mortality for both African-American and Hispanic women

RD
AfricanAmericans RR

Hispanics RD

RR

Std.
N
Min Max Mean Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
Mortality 3757 -10.24 20.50 0.00
0.65
13.88
404.30
Late-stage
4053 -2.70 4.75 -.00
0.47
2.91
19.90
Diagnosis
Mortality 1076 -3.57 5.58 0.26
0.52
1.70
18.67
Late-stage
1640 -1.92 2.68 0.19
0.49
0.88
3.64
Diagnosis
Mortality 3841 -3.07 3.23 -0.16
0.39
1.59
14.72
Late-stage
4182 -2.61 5.31 -0.14
0.42
1.64
16.44
Diagnosis
Mortality 1267 -1.43 1.99 0.03
0.43
0.89
2.51
Late-stage
2182 -1.51 3.07 -0.0
0.41
0.93
3.99
Diagnosis

A histogram is an effective visual approach to examine the skewness and kurtosis
of datasets. The shape of these histograms and the statistics, shown in Figures 4.8-4.9 and
Table 4.9 convey the information on skewness and kurtosis in another mean. For AfricanAmerican women, the RD statistics showed the leftmost concentrated peak with quite a
few outliers in both late-stage diagnosis (Figure 4.8a) and breast cancer mortality (Figure
4.8b). The histograms of the RR statistics illustrated the data distribution slightly away
from the normal distribution for both late-stage diagnosis (Figure 4.8c) and breast cancer
mortality (Figure 4.8d). For Hispanic women, both RD and RR statistics illustrated
positive skewness and kurtosis for late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality
(Figure 4.9). Moreover, racial disparity statistics for Hispanics were more likely to
conform the normality than for African-American women. In addition, the disparity
statistics in late-stage diagnosis (Figures 4.7 a, 4.7c, 4.8a, and 4.8c) exhibited a better
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normal distribution shape than in breast cancer mortality (Figures 4.7b, 4.7d, 4.8b, and
4.8d)
A box plot is a convenient approach to depict numerical data with easy
identification of outliers and extreme values. Provided with their histograms, all the box
plots have circle indicating the outliers and asterisk illustrating the extreme values.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 indicate the RD and RR statistics does not follow the normal
distribution because of a number of the outliers and extreme values within datasets.
Regression analysis requires avoiding extreme and outlier values so that it is necessary to
transform the datasets into normal distributions. Score transformation aims to give
meaning to raw score and allow a direct comparison of two scores (Bartlett 1947). The
normal score transformation was achieved by ranking the dataset from the minimum to
maximum values and matching these ranks to their corresponding ranks in a normal
distribution. The procedure of normal-score transformation was performed in STIS.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.8 African-American women: histograms and box plots of RD (a and b) and RR (c and d) in late-stage
diagnosis and breast cancer mortality.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.9 Hispanic women: histograms and box plots of RD (a and b) and RR (c and d) in late-stage diagnosis and
breast cancer mortality.
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4.3.3 Linear Regressions, Spatial Autocorrelation Diagnosis, and Geographically
Weighted Regressions
The spatial relationships of the two racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis and
breast cancer mortality can be assessed using confirmatory data analysis such as linear
regression. In the linear regression models, normalized RD or RR statistics in breast
cancer mortality was utilized as dependent variables and normalized RD/RR in late-stage
diagnosis as independent variables. The linear regression analysis was implemented in
STIS.
The basic assumption for the conventional linear regression is the absence of
spatial autocorrelation among observations. However, this is often not the case when
dealing with spatial datasets. Local indicators of spatial autocorrelation (LISA) were
employed to investigate the spatial correlation of residuals from linear regressions. The
method of LISA statistics were discussed in details in Chapter III. If spatial dependency
is significant within the residuals, it indicates that the spatial factor is not considered in
regression analysis and geographically weighted regression is necessary to fully explain
the relationships of the two racial disparities between late-stage diagnosis and breast
cancer mortality. The LISA statistic, often referred to as the local Moran‘s I, have the
capability to detect clusters or outliers. A cluster is defined as a subset of data which
shares a similar values in magnitude, while an outlier refers to an observation that
distinctly different from the surrounding areas around focal points.
Table 4.10 shows the results of linear regression using the racial disparity
statistics of breast cancer mortality as dependent variable and late-stage diagnosis as
independent variable. First, all the regression models were significant with the p values
less than 0.001, which implied that the independent variable of racial disparities in late-
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stage diagnosis was a significant predictor. R square in a regression model refers to the
percentage of variance in the dependent variable that can be explained by the independent
variables. The R square was as low as 0.053 using the RD measurement and the
regression with the RR measurement had much higher R square of 0.235 for AfricanAmerican women and 0.197 for Hispanic women. RR statistics lead to the higher model
fit than RD statistics.
Since R square is the square of the correlation coefficient, similar observations
were found for the correlation coefficient, which measured the strength of the association
between dependent variable and explanatory predictors. For both African-American and
Hispanic women, the coefficients of correlation were 0.23 for normalized RD statistics,
while they were almost two times higher for RR statistic. More missing values were
reported for the RR statistic due to its measurement nature, which could increase the
correlation coefficient in a regression model. Based on the R square and correlate
coefficient, the relationships of racial disparities in both late-stage diagnosis and breast
cancer mortality were tested significant.
Table 4.10 Linear regression results on normalized RD/RR statistics with the dependent
variable of racial disparities in breast cancer mortality and independent variable of racial
disparities in late-stage diagnosis for both African-American and Hispanic women

AfricanAmericans
Hispanics

Racial
Disparities

Dependent
variable

Independent
variable

R
Square

Coefficient

p

RD

Breast cancer
mortality

Late-stage
diagnosis

0.053

0.230

<0.001

Breast cancer
mortality

Late-stage
diagnosis

0.235
0.053

0.486
0.230

<0.001
<0.001

0.197

0.445

<0.001

RR
RD
RR
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Spatial autocorrelation tested significant within the residuals of the linear
regression based on the Moran‘s I. The minimum p value of 0.037 indicated that the
spatial autocorrelation was significant for the residual of linear regression, as shown in
Table 4.11. Moran‘s I is a mean to detect the outlier and cluster through reflecting the
spatial dependency of neighborhoods. The low values signified that the spatial
dependency was weak, but significant. The positive values indicated the existence of
spatial clustering characteristics that nearby things were more similar with each other.
Table 4.11 Moran‘s I results on residuals of the linear regression analysis with the
dependent variable of racial disparities in breast cancer mortality and independent
variable of racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis for both African-American and
Hispanic women

African-Americans
Hispanics

Racial
Disparities

Moran‘s I

p

RD
RR
RD
RR

0.040
0.055
0.040
0.100

0.001
0.037
0.001
0.001
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Four types of significant spatial autocorrelation were provided in Figures 4.9
including high-high (hot cluster: high and neighbors are also high), low-low (cold cluster:
low and neighbors are also low), high-low (outliers among low neighbors), and low-high
(low outliers among high neighbors). For African-American women, 77 census tracts
were identified to have positive autocorrelation with concentrated high values and 83
census tracts with low values together (Figure 4.10a). Fewer census tracts were found as
clusters for the residuals of linear regression in terms of RR measurements (Figure
4.10b). This might result from a large number of census tracts having missing values for
the RR disparity statistic. Hispanic women had 69 census tracts with high values
surrounding each other and 94 census tracts with low values together using the RD
measurement in residuals of linear regressions (Figure 4.11a). Much smaller portion of
census tracts was tested as cluster using the RR measurement (4.11b). More census tracts
were identified as clusters for Hispanic women than for African-Americans.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10 LISA statistical results on the residuals of the linear regression analysis with the dependent variable of racial
disparities in breast cancer mortality and independent variable of racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis: RD (a) and
RR (b) for African-American women.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11 LISA statistical results on the residuals of the linear regression analysis with the dependent variable of racial
disparities in breast cancer mortality and independent variable of racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis: RD (a) and RR (b)
for Hispanic women.
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The presence of spatial autocorrelation within the residuals of the linear
regression suggests that the spatial relationships of the two racial disparities should be
examined further by taking into consideration local neighbors effects on the focal census
tracts. Geographically weighted regression (GWR) provides R squares and correlation
coefficients for each census tract at local scale instead of a global assessment. A local
linear regression was implemented to a subset of spatial data with weight proportional to
proximity to the center of the focal point for each census tract. The GWR has the same
dependent variable of racial disparities of breast cancer mortality and the independent
variable of racial disparities of late-stage diagnosis.
The Gaussian kernel was applied to compute the weight of the neighborhoods in
the GWR analysis, which was performed in ArcInfo 9.3. The bandwidth of the kernel
was determined using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Kernel type was set up as
adaptive due to the missing values of census tracts across space. A count of 30 neighbors
was defined as the size of the neighborhood window for the analysis. The detailed
discussion pertaining to the geographically weighted regression can be found in Chapter
III. The geographically weighted linear regression provides not only a global adjusted R
squares, but also the local R squares. The adjusted global R squares were 0.072 and 0.250
using RD and RR measurement respectively for African-American women and 0.084 and
0.269 for Hispanic women. The model fit of the linear regression was slightly improved
by accounting for the local neighborhoods.
The correlation coefficient varied across space from the linear geographicallyweighted regression (GWR) by taking into account the surrounding census tracts (Figures
12 and 14). The positive relationship was primarily observed between racial disparities of
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late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality. The correlate coefficient values
fluctuated from -0.04 to 0.46 and 0.33-0.58 in terms of RD and RR measurements
respectively for African-Americans (Figure 12a and Figure 12b), while they ranged from
-0.01 to 0.51and -0.01 to 0.73 in RD and RR respectively for Hispanic women (Figure
13a and Figure 13b). Further, the stronger correlate coefficients were found in the
Southeast for both African-American and Hispanic women.
Figures 4.13 and 4.15 display the distribution of local R square with the RD and
RR measurements for both African-American and Hispanic women. The spatial
relationships of racial disparities of late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality vary
across space. Local R squares were observed higher using RR measurement than RD
measurement. Among African-American women, the maximum local R square was 0.17
in terms of RD statistic (Figure 4.13a) and 0.35 in terms of RR statistic (Figure 4.13b).
Hispanic women were found to have the maximum local R square of 0.24 using RD
measurement (Figure 4.15a) and R square of 0.53 when using RR measurement (Figure
4.15b). Hispanics had higher spatial variation of R square than African-Americans.
Higher R square values for African-Americans in absolute disparity were found within
the metropolitan areas of Dallas and Austin-San Antonio. The R squares were higher for
Hispanic women in the Southeast region.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 Standardized correlate coefficients results on the GWR analysis with racial disparities in breast
cancer mortality (dependent variable) and late-stage diagnosis (independent variable): RD (a) and RR (b)
statistics for African-American women.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13 Local R square results on the GWR analysis with racial disparities in breast cancer mortality (dependent
variable) and late-stage diagnosis (independent variable): RD (a) and RR (b) statistics for African-American women.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14 Standardized correlate coefficients results on the GWR analysis in racial disparities of breast cancer
mortality (dependent variable) and late-stage diagnosis (independent variable): RD (a) and RR (b) statistics for
Hispanic women.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15 Local R square results on the GWR analysis with racial disparities in breast cancer mortality (dependent
variable) and late-stage diagnosis (independent variable): RD (a) and RR (b) statistics for Hispanic women.
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4.3.4 Logistic Regression, Spatial Autocorrelation Diagnosis, and Geographically
Weighted Regression
The linear regression model reported the low R squares which were utilized to
evaluate the spatial relationship of racial disparities between late-stage diagnosis and
breast cancer mortality. A few census tracts were identified significant in the two racial
disparities when using RR statistic. Thus, the logistic regression is not suitable to assess
the spatial relationship of the two racial disparities for the RR measurement. In this study,
the logistic regression was constructed for RD measurement with the significance of
racial disparities in mortality as independent variable (binary: significant = 1/non
significant = 0) and significance of racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis as dependent
variable (binary: significant = 1/non significant = 0). The logistic regression was
discussed in detail in Chapter III.
Table 4.12 shows the results of logistic regression with respect to the spatial
relationships of the two racial disparities using RD measurement. The full models and
individual model parameters were tested significant with the p value less than 0.000001.
Cox & Snell and Nagelkerke R squares were 0.10 and 0.25 respectively for both AfricanAmerican and Hispanic women. Higher Nagelkerke R square indicated the better model
fit. The odds ratio refers to the significance probability of racial disparities in breast
cancer mortality. Significantly higher odds ratio reflected the strong relationship of the
two racial disparities. For example, if a census tract was identified to have significant
racial disparities of late-stage diagnosis, the census tracts were 33.76 times more likely to
be significant in racial disparities of breast cancer mortality for African-Americans and
30.39 times for Hispanics.
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Table 4.12 Results of logistic regression for racial disparities of breast cancer mortality
(dependent variable) and late-stage diagnosis (independent variable) using RD
measurement for African-American and Hispanic women

AfricanAmericans
Hispanics

p value

R square
(Cox & Snell)
0.10

R square
(Nagelkerke)
0.25

Odds
ratio
33.76

Odds ratio C.I.
(95%)
23.96-47.57

<0.000001

0.11

0.25

30.39

22.09-41.82

<0.000001

Moran‘s I was applied to the residuals of logistic regression to detect any spatial
autocorrelation within the dataset, which intended to verify if the spatial dependency
should be concerned in the regression model. For African-American women, Moran‘s I
index was reported as 0.08 with p value of 0.001, while for Hispanic women, Moran‘s I
had index value of 0.139 with the significance level equal to 0.001. Moran‘s I suggested
the existence of spatial dependency within the residual of logistic regression. However,
the geographically weighted logistic regression failed to converge for both AfricanAmerican and Hispanic women.

4.3.5 Discussion of Spatial Relationships of Racial Disparities of Late-stage
Diagnosis and Breast Cancer Mortality
The spatial relationships of racial disparities between late-stage diagnosis and
breast cancer mortality were complex and non-stationary across Texas from 1995-2005.
The results of the study suggested that 40% of the census tracts with significant absolute
disparity for breast cancer mortality were found to be significant as well in late-stage
diagnosis for both African-American and Hispanic women. This study confirmed the
strong and positive spatial relationships between late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer
mortality established in the literature review. For instance, using SEER data, Li and
colleagues (2003) found that African-Americans were 2.3 and 2.5 times more likely to
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have the elevated risk of Stage III and Stage IV breast cancer compared with nonHispanic whites. On the other hand, Hispanic women were tested 1.8-fold in diagnoses at
the late stage of breast cancer. Furthermore, African-Americans and Hispanics were
found to have 1.5 and 1.1 greater in mortality risk, even after adjusting age, SEER
registry, stage, ER and PR status, surgical treatment, and radiation therapy than whites
(Li et al. 2003).
Lower socioeconomic status (SES) women have less likelihood to be diagnosed in
early-stage breast cancer and consequently have higher mortality rates (Farley and
Flannery 1998; Wells and Horms 1992). African-American women are reported to have
higher mortality rates in breast cancer relative to white women. It can be partly explained
by the racial difference in late-stage presentation of breast cancer. Lannin et al. (1998)
found that being African-American and having low income were more than three times
more likely to be diagnosed in advanced-stage breast cancer. In addition, no private
health insurance, delaying seeing doctors, lack of transportation, less utilization of
mammography, and cultural beliefs are significant predictors for late-stage diagnosis of
breast cancer (Ayanian et al. 1993; Lannin et al. 1998; McCarthy et al. 1998). Although
Hispanic women have lower breast cancer incidence than non-Hispanic whites, advanced
stage of breast cancer is more likely found among Hispanic women than non-Hispanic
white due to their lower SES (Bentley et al. 1998).
More census tracts tested significant in racial disparities of breast cancer mortality
than in late-stage diagnosis. This implies that different underlying factors impact the two
racial disparities. Not only the stage of breast cancer at diagnosis plays an important role
in determining the survival of breast cancer, but also other factors such as treatment
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options and financial support are critical in ultimately saving women‘s lives. The lower R
squares further demonstrates that stage of diagnosis is a significant predictor, but not the
only one for racial disparities in breast cancer mortality.
The results of the bivariate linear regression indicated that the spatial relationships
of racial disparities between late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality were
stronger for RR statistic than for RD statistic in that more census tracts were not taken
into account using RR statistic due to the missing values. The weak and significant
spatial autocorrelations were detected within the residual of linear regressions using the
LISA (Moran‘s I) statistics. A geographically-weighted regression (GWR) was adopted
to investigate the goodness-of-fit of the model at the local scale. The geographical weight
was implemented into the linear regression and the local spatial connections of racial
disparities between late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality varied across space.
A strong spatial connection was detected for racial disparities between late-stage
diagnosis and breast cancer mortality in the logistic regression. Moran‘s I tested the
significant spatial autocorrelation within the residuals of the logistic regression. However,
the logistic regression with the geographical weight cannot converge due to a number of
missing values and smaller number of census tracts with significant value. Although the
R squares was improved using the GWR analysis compared with the ones in the linear
regression, the lower values of the R square call for further investigation of other risk
factors in order to fully explain racial disparities in breast cancer mortality.
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CHAPTER V

RACIAL DISPARITIES OF BREAST CANCER MORTALITY: RISK FACTORS

The results in Chapter IV indicate that racial disparity in late-stage diagnosis of
breast cancer is a significant predictor for racial disparities in breast cancer mortality at
2

the census tract level. However, the values of R in both linear and logistic regression
analyses suggest that other potential factors may also play a role in the higher mortality
rates recorded among African-American and Hispanic women. This chapter investigates
whether covariates such as demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status, and lack
of spatial accessibility can explain some of the significant racial disparities in breast
cancer mortality in African- American and Hispanic women.
Since a few census tracts were identified as having significant racial disparities in
breast cancer mortality in terms of rate ratio (RR) measurement, only racial disparities
measured with rate difference (RD) was considered to investigate the risk factors
responsible for racial disparities of breast cancer mortality. Significance of a census tract
was utilized as the dependent variable in a logistic regression that used predictors
including socioeconomic status, demographic composition, and lack of spatial
accessibility to mammography facilities. In a broader context, the exploration of
additional variables helps understand the mechanism of racial disparities in breast cancer
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mortality from community environmental perspectives and can be used to identify
potential modifiable risk factors to guide future development of intervention programs.
This chapter contains five sections. Section 5.1 presents the descriptive statistics
of demographic and socioeconomic factors. Section 5.2 illustrates the measurements and
statistics of lack of spatial access to mammography facilities. Section 5.3 describes the
results of a factor analysis that identifies the common underlying components that is used
as covariates for the logistic regression in Section 5.4 to lessen the multicollinearity
within a dataset. Section 5.5 concludes the chapter with a thorough discussion and
outlines the implications of these analyses.

5.1 Descriptive Statistics of Demographic and Socioeconomic Factors
The demographic and socioeconomic information was retrieved from 2000
Census Summary File 3 (SF3). Histogram and box plot were utilized as exploratory data
analysis tools to examine the statistical distribution of variables and help identify outliers
in a number of datasets. Asterisks in a box plot denote the outliers in a dataset.
Demographic variables include percentage of African-Americans in a census tract,
percentage of Hispanics, percentage of minority, and population density for each census
tract. Percentage of minorities was calculated by adding the percentage of AfricanAmericans and Hispanics together.
Table 5.1 lists the descriptive statistics of the four demographic variables. Both
the percentages of African-Americans and Hispanics were calculated by the number of
their population by the total population for each census tract. The average percentages of
African-Americans and Hispanics were 12% and 31% for all census tracts in Texas. Most
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census tracts had more Hispanic population than African-Americans. The percentage of
African-Americans is positively skewed with a number of outliers and extreme values, as
shown in Figure 5.1a. The distribution of percentage of Hispanic population is less
skewed than percentage of African-Americans (Figure 5.1b). The mean of average
percentage of minority is 43% of Hispanics and African-Americans for all census tracts
in Texas. Figure 5.1c shows the percentage of minority follows the normal distribution.
Population density per square km was computed by dividing the total population by the
area of each census tract. The distribution of population density is positively skewed with
numerous outliers (Figure 5.1d). In summary, the histograms and box plots in Figure 5.1
indicate that percentage of African-American and population density does not obey the
normal distribution while percentages of Hispanic and minority conform to the shape of a
normal distribution.
Table 5.1 Descriptive statistics of individual demographic variables
Variable
Description
Std.
Skewness Kurtosis
Mean
Deviation
Percentage of Total number of AfricanAfricanAmerican by total
.12
.19
2.58
6.71
Americans
population
Percentage of Total number of Hispanic
.31
.28
1.04
-.14
Hispanics
by total population
Percentage of Total population of
minority
African-American and
.43
.30
.45
-1.16
Hispanics by the total
population
Population
Total population by the
1,079.26 1,219.53
3.17
30.01
density
area (sq km)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.1 Histograms and box plots of demographic variables: percentage of African-Americans (a), percentage of
Hispanics (b), percentage of minority (c), and population density (d).
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Socioeconomic variables include rural/urban residence, education attainment,
unemployment rate, median household income, and poverty level. The descriptive
statistics for the five individual socioeconomic variables are summarized in Table 5.2.
Percentage of rural population was obtained as the ratio of the population living in rural
areas over the total population at each census tract. About 62% of the census tracts (2,721
out of 4,388) have no population living within rural areas. About 12% of the census tracts
(532 out of 4,388) have their entire population living within rural areas. An average
20.32% population was living in rural areas for all census tracts in Texas. Percentage of
rural population is positively skewed with a number of outliers on both ends (Figure
5.2a).
Percentage of population with less than a college education was calculated by
dividing the total number of females without a college degree by the total female
population at each census tract. The mean of the education attainment index is 52.22%
females with less than a college education. The histogram and box plot illustrate that the
education attainment follows a reasonably symmetric normal distribution (Figure 5.2b).
An average 7.11% of census tract population did not have a job in 2000. The data
distribution of percentage of unemployment is positively skewed and has a sharp peak
relative to the normal distribution (Figure 5.2c).
The percentage of population living under the poverty line was calculated as the
ratio of the population living under the federal poverty line in 2000 over the total
population at each census tract. The average population living under the poverty line was
16.22% for a census tract in Texas. The histogram of percentage of population living
under poverty line has skewness of 1.254 and Kurtosis of 2.054 with a larger number of
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census tracts with more than 20% population living under poverty line (Figure 5.2d). The
average of median household income was $41,184 for a census tract with a positive
skewness and peak. A number of outliers were observed in the box plot of average
median household income (Figure 5.2e). The descriptive statistics complement the
histograms and box plots and indicate that percentage of population with unemployment
and median household income do not conform to a normal distribution. To be consistent,
a normal-score transformation was performed for all the five SES measurements. Normal
distribution is required for the subsequent factor and regression analyses.
Table 5.2 Descriptive statistics of individual socioeconomic variables
Variable

Description

Std. Skewness Kurtosis
Deviation

Mean

Percentage of
Total population living in
rural population rural areas by the total
population at each census
tract

20.32

36.00

1.52

.56

Percentage of
population with
less than a
college
education

52.22

20.43

-.30

-.66

7.11

6.11

3.77

33.05

16.22

12.13

1.25

2.04

41,184.49

21,489.25

2.16

8.15

Total females with less than
a college education by the
total female population at
each census tract

Percentage of
Population under
population under unemployment by the total
unemployment population in labor
Percentage of
Population living federal
population under poverty line by the total
the poverty line population at each census
tract
Median
Median household income
household
in 1999
income

(b)

(a)

(d
)

(c)

(e)

Figure 5.2 Histograms and box plots of socioeconomic variables: percentage of rural population (a), percentage of
population with less than a college education (b), percentage of population under unemployment (c), percentage of
population under the poverty line (d), median household income (e).
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5.2 Spatial Accessibility of Mammography Facilities
Accessibility to health care is a major concern for health planners and health
policy-makers who want to address health inequity. Poor access to health services results
in more advanced diseases, which cost even more to treat (Haynes et al. 1999). The
concept of accessibility is complicated by the interactions of geographic, financial,
cultural, and functional components. The mammography facilities data were obtained
from the Texas Mammography Accreditation Program, Texas Department of State Health
Services.
The facilities operating in 2000 were gathered to analyze the spatial access to
mammography facilities. There were 605 mammography facilities that were run in 2000
with the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) approval. The mammography facilities
were geocoded using a customized program that fed each address record into Google map
database and retrieved the latitude and longitude as a result. Mammography locations
were then mapped based on the latitude and longitude information. This study did not
utilize the conventional means to address-match all facility records to the U.S. Census
Bureau Tiger/Line Files, because the latitude and longitude identification provides more
accurate locations than geocoding based on street reference layer. Four mammography
facilities with US highway address did not come up with the correct latitude and
longitude which were manually retrieved.
Previous studies often utilized Euclidean distance from the centroid of population
center to the nearest mammography facilities to measure lack of spatial access to health
care facilities (Gumpertz et al. 2006; Meersman et al. 2009). GIS techniques can be used
to model the Euclidean distance using the near command or buffer function. However,
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Euclidean distance only provides a crude measure of physical accessibility to health care
facilities. Road networks based distance is a more accurate measure of separation
between a person‘s residence and the location of a health care facility.
Therefore, this research applied network distance and travel time from the
centroid of 4,388 census tracts to the closest mammography facilities as a measure of
lack of spatial accessibility. In addition, the average network distance and travel time to
the five closest mammography facilities were derived to represent the choices available to
a patient in choosing the preferred facility. This set of five choices takes into account
potential constraints because different facilities may require certain types of health
insurances, may have different operation hours, and may be convenient based on their
office locations (Tarlov et al. 2009).
Street network data with detailed information of road length and speed limit was
obtained from the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). The average
network travel distance and travel time were calculated using the Network Analysis
Extension of ArcInfo 9.3. Moreover, mammography density was calculated as well by
the number of mammography facilities within a 30-mile buffer of each census tract
centroid per 1,000 females, which provides an estimate of greater choice. Distance and
density theoretically represent different angles of potential health care accessibility and
contribute to health outcomes in a distinctive way. Table 5.3 summarizes the five
variables of lack of spatial accessibility to mammography facilities under consideration.
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Table 5.3 Descriptive statistics of lack of spatial accessibility to mammography facilities
Variable
Description
Std.
Skewness Kurtosis
Mean Deviation
Density of
Number of mammography
mammography facilities per 1000 females
69.45 1,480.71
64.08 4,189.24
facilities
within 30 miles buffer of each
census tract centroid
Travel distance Travel distance from centroid
to the closest of each census tract to the
7.29
12.22
6.54
71.09
facility
closest facility on the
transportation network
Average travel Average of travel distance
distance to the from centroid of each census
five closest
tract to the five closest
13.18
16.15
3.68
25.00
facilities
facilities on the transportation
network
Travel time to Travel time from centroid of
the closest
each census tract to the closest
11.97
17.47
5.63
56.84
facility
facility on the transportation
network
Average travel Average of travel time from
time to the five centroid of each census tract to
19.82
22.82
3.39
21.26
closest
the five closest facilities on the
facilities
transportation network
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Detailed statistics were computed for the five measurements of lack of spatial
accessibility to mammography facilities in Texas. The spatial distribution, histograms,
and box plots of the five variables were shown in Figures 5.3 through 5.5. The
mammography density had a wide spread distribution with an average of about 70
mammography facilities for 1,000 females within 30-mile buffer from the centroid of
each census tract. Some census tracts had a great number of mammography facilities
within the 30-mile buffer with only a few females (Figure 5.3). The spatial distribution
map of mammography density illustrates that most mammography facilities were
concentrated in metropolitan areas of Houston, Dallas, and Austin-San Antonio (Figure
5.3).
The mean of network travel distance from a centroid of the census tracts to the
closest mammography facility was 7.29 miles, while that of average network travel
distance to the five closest mammography facilities was to 13.18 miles (Figures 5.4a and
5.4b). The average travel time from a centroid of the census tracts to the closest
mammography facilities was 11.97 minutes and mean of average travel time to the five
closest facilities was 19.82 minutes (Figures 5.5a and 5.5b). The spatial distribution of
the five measurements illustrates that longer distance and more driving time are required
to reach mammography facilities in the Southwest of Texas with the longest travel
distance of 218.15 miles to the closest mammography facility (a five-hour trip).
Metropolitan areas, including Houston, Dallas, and Austin-San Antonio, had shorter
driving distance and less travel time because most mammography facilities were located
within these urban areas.
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An examination of the maps of driving distance and time to the mammography
facilities reveals the existence of edge effect along the border of Texas and other states,
since the study only included the mammography facilities within the state of Texas. For
example, in the Northeast Texas between the border of Texas and Oklahoma, longer
average driving distance and travel time were observed because some facilities located in
the state of Arkansas were not considered in the analysis. Women living along the border
may have the tendency to have mammogram in the adjacent state. The histogram and box
plots for the five measurements of lack of spatial accessibility to mammography facilities
were strongly skewed with numerous outliers (Figures 5.3 through 5.5). Thus, the
measurements of lack of spatial accessibility of mammography facilities were first
normalized in order to investigate how these predictors impact the significance of racial
disparities in breast cancer mortality.

Figure 5.3 Spatial distribution, histogram and box plot of mammography facility
density per 1,000 females.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4 Spatial distributions, histograms, and box plots: (a) travel distance to the
closest facility, and (b) average travel distance to the five closest facilities.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5 Spatial distributions, histograms and box plots: (a) travel time to the
closest facility, and (b) average travel time to the five closest facilities.
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5.3 Results of Factor Analysis
Multicollinearity is a frequent issue when building multivariate regression
models. It occurs when two or more predictor variables are highly correlated. Factor
analysis can assess the inter-correlations within an array of variables for the purpose of
revealing the common structures underlying all variables under consideration (Harman
1976). Principle component extraction method in factor analysis leads to the
identification of a manageable subset of factors, often referred to as components. Factors
with eigenvalues greater than 1 are considered as valid components in the study. Details
about the factor analysis used in this section can be found in Chapter III as well as in the
paper by Thurstone (1930).
Table 5.4 lists all fourteen predicting variables reflecting socioeconomic status,
demographic characteristics, and lack of spatial accessibility to mammography facilities.
The amount of total variance that can be accounted for by each variable is also shown in
Table 5.4. Communality is defined as the percentage of variance in a particular variable
explained by the common underlying factors. The initial communalities were set to 1.0
and extraction communalities represented the estimates of common variance of each
variable which could be accounted for by the unobserved components. High values of
extraction communalities in Table 5.4 indicate that the extracted components reflect all
the variables well in terms of explained variance.
According to the Kaiser Criterion (1960), only components with an arbitrary
eigenvalue greater than 1.0 were retained for the factor analysis. Three components fulfill
this condition and are listed in Table 5.5. The cumulative variance in Column 3 of Table
5.5 indicates that the first three components can explain 75% of the total variance in the
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dataset. The scree plot is a graphical approach to extract the principal components. Scree
is a geological term referring to collected debris on the lower part of a hilly slope. Only
the components with sharp slopes are identified in the scree plot. Figure 5.6 illustrates
that the smooth decrease occurs on component 3 and then levels off. Scree plot indicates
there are three principal components underlying all the fourteen variables measuring
socioeconomic status, demographic characteristics, and lack of spatial accessibility to
mammography facilities.
Table 5.4 Variables and communalities in the factor analysis
Percentage of minorities
Percentage of Hispanics
Percentage of population less than a college education
Percentage of population living under the poverty line
Median household income
Percentage of population with unemployment
Mammography density
Population density
Percentage of rural population
Travel distance to the closest facilities
Average travel distance to the five closest facilities
Travel time to the closest facilities
Average travel time to the five closest facilities
Percentage of African-Americans

Initial
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Extraction
.789
.753
.759
.821
.748
.622
.545
.723
.568
.777
.862
.780
.875
.910
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Table 5.5 The variance accounted for by the successive components in the factor analysis
Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Total
5.281
4.106
1.147
.874
.660
.484
.395
.341
.278
.196
.131
.084
.018
.004

Initial Eigenvalues
% of Variance Cumulative %
37.723
37.723
29.329
67.052
8.190
75.242
6.240
81.482
4.717
86.199
3.461
89.659
2.822
92.482
2.438
94.919
1.987
96.906
1.402
98.307
.937
99.244
.600
99.844
.126
99.970
.030
100.000

Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Total % of Variance Cumulative %
5.136
36.686
36.686
4.190
29.926
66.612
1.208
8.630
75.242

Figure 5.6 Scree plot of engenvalues by the component number in the factor
analysis.
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Table 5.6 lists the rotated component matrix, which provides information about
which individual variables are contained within each component. The first component
included seven variables including mammography density, population density as well as
percentage of rural population, travel distance, and travel time to the closest facilities as
well as average travel distance and time to the five closest facilities. All the variables
were highly correlated to the first component with negative correlation with
mammography and population densities and positive correlation with travel distances and
time to the mammography facilities. The census tracts with more mammography facilities
within a 30-mile buffer generally had shorter driving distance and less travel time, which
explained the negative associations between these variables. The first component
represents a comprehensive measure of the lack of spatial accessibility to mammography
facilities since this component is positively correlated with distance to mammography
clinics.
The second component contained six variables including percentage of minorities,
percentage of Hispanics, and percentage of population with less than college education,
percentage of population living under the poverty line, median household income as well
as percentage of population that were unemployed. The second component revealed the
construct of the socioeconomic factor underlying these variables. All the individual
variables within the second component are highly correlated with a minimum coefficient
of 0.721. Median household income has a negative correlation of -0.857 to the second
component, but all other variables have positive correlations because higher median
income corresponds to the lower values of other socioeconomic variables including
unemployment rate and poverty level.
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The third component included a single variable which is percentage of AfricanAmericans with correlation coefficient of 0.924. It is interesting that percentage of
African-Americans stood out by itself and has a negatively weak correlation with the
variable of percentage of Hispanic. Table 5.7 summarizes the component coefficients for
all the fourteen variables. The factors scores were calculated by multiplying the variable
values with its corresponding component coefficients. The three components are
representative for all the fourteen variables with less than 25% variance unaccounted for.
Thus, the first three factors were utilized in the multiple logistic regression analysis to
embrace all the information represented by the fourteen variables measuring demographic
characteristics, socioeconomic status, and lack of spatial accessibility to mammography
facilities.
Table 5.6 Rotated component matrix in the factor analysis

Percentage of minority
Percentage of Hispanic
Percentage of population less than a college
education
Percentage of population living under the
poverty line
Median household income
Percentage of population with unemployment
Mammography density
Population density
Percentage of rural population
Travel distance to the closest facilities
Average travel distance to the five closest
facilities
Travel time to the closest facilities
Average travel time to the five closest facilities
Percentage of African-American

1
-.244
-.242

Component
2
3
.140
.843
-.419
.721

.166

.854

-.045

.008

.906

.022

-.101
-.046
-.640
-.837
.745
.881

-.857
.777
-.107
.141
-.105
-.010

-.062
.125
.351
.052
-.046
.020

.925

.060

-.061

.882
.933
-.180

-.036
.023
.152

.014
-.064
.924
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Table 5.7 Component score coefficient matrix in the factor analysis

Percentage of minority
Percentage of Hispanic
Percentage of population with less than a college education
Percentage of population living under poverty line
Median household income
Percentage of population with unemployment
Mammography density
Population density
Percentage of rural population
Travel distance to the closest facilities
Average travel distance to the five closest facilities
Travel time to the closest facilities
Average travel time to the five closest facilities
Percentage of African-American

Component
1
2
-.027
.198
-.074
.172
.041
.207
.016
.217
-.037
-.206
.011
.185
-.103
-.036
-.164
.022
.146
-.015
.181
.009
.184
.027
.180
.003
.185
.018
.042
.029

3
.095
-.385
-.030
.014
-.057
.100
.251
-.025
.023
.090
.023
.086
.022
.781

5.4 Results of Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis
among African-American Women
A detailed description of the logistic regression model is provided in Chapter IV.
In a regression model, the null hypothesis for each predictor is that the regression
coefficient is equal to zero. The significance level was set to 0.05 for the logistic
regression analysis. If the p value for each individual predictor is greater than 0.05, then it
means that the coefficient for that independent variable is not significant and the variable
could be dropped without affecting the performance of the full model. The significance of
logistic regression model was assessed using a Chi-square distribution.
A logistic regression model was constructed to assess the significance of racial
disparities in breast cancer mortality using as predictors including the significance of latestage diagnosis and three components obtained in the factor analysis. The significance of
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racial disparities in breast cancer mortality was identified for each census tract in terms of
rate difference (RD) measurement in chapter IV. A total of 278 census tracts were
identified to have significantly higher mortality rates for African-American women in
comparison with non-Hispanic whites, while 328 census tracts were identified for
Hispanic women.
In the logistic regression, the census tracts were coded as dichotomous variable
with a value of either ‗0‘ (not significant) or ‗1‘ (significant). Significance of racial
disparities in late-stage diagnosis of breast cancer is also an important predictor for racial
disparities in breast cancer mortality. Thus, census tracts were also coded as binary value
based on the significance of racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis in terms of RD
measurements. The reference cell value was set as ‗0‘ (not significant) in the logistic
regression model. The three comprehensive factors extracted from the factor analysis
included demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status, and lack of spatial
accessibility and were utilized as the continuous independent variables in the logistic
regression model.

R 2 values of Cox and Snell (0.19) and Nagelkerke (0.47) can be used to quantify
the strength of a set of independent variables as predictors of the dependent variable in a
2

2

logistic regression model. Nagelkerke R is similar to the adjusted R in a linear
2

regression. The adjusted R value of 0.47 indicates that the model with the set of
independent variable did a reasonably good job to predict the possibility that a census
tract displays significant racial disparities in breast cancer mortality.
Table 5.8 summarizes the logistic regression results with estimated parameter
values, significance of each individual independent variable, odds ratio, and confidence
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interval of odds ratio. If the odds ratio is greater than 1for an individual term in a logistic
regression model, it indicates that a census tract is more likely to have significant racial
disparities of breast cancer mortality. Table 5.9 lists the correlation coefficients for all the
four independent variables established in a logistic regression model. Existence of
multicollinearity was ruled out using principle component analysis.
Table 5.8 indicates that all the independent variables were significant in the
logistic model with p value less than 0.000006. If a census tract has significant racial
disparities in late-stage breast cancer diagnosis, that census tract is 4.08 times more likely
to display significant racial disparities in breast cancer mortality among AfricanAmerican women. The lack of spatial accessibility factor has an odds ratio of 0.62, which
suggests that a census tract with less physical access to mammography facilities is less
likely to display significant racial disparities. The percentage of African-Americans
(demographic factor) played an important role in determining the possibility that a census
tract tested significant for racial disparities in breast cancer mortality (OR=3.45, 2.894.13).
The global Moran‘s I was applied to the residuals of logistic regression model
constructed for African-American women. The spatial autocorrelation was very weak
with a Moran‘s I value of -0.00026. There was no significant spatial dependency after
accounting for these four independent variables because the p value was 0.492.
Therefore, further geographically-weighted logistic regression is unnecessary to explore
the local relationship between racial disparities in breast cancer mortality and other
predictors.
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Table 5.8 Logistic regression results for African-American women: racial disparities in
breast cancer mortality as dependent variable (RD) and racial disparities in late-stage
diagnosis (RD), demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status, and lack of spatial
accessibility as independent variables
Independent variables
Significance of racial
disparities in late-stage
diagnosis
Lack of spatial
accessibility factor
Socioeconomic factor
Demographic factor

Parameter Standard
estimate
error

p value

1.41

0.13

<0.000001 4.08

2.61 - 6.39

-0.48

0.23

<0.000001 0.62

0.50 - 0.76

0.89

0.11

0.000006

2.43

1.95 - 3.04

1.24

0.11

<0.000001 3.45

2.89 - 4.13

Odds
ratio

Odds ratio
C.I. (95%)

Table 5.9 Correlation coefficients of the logistic regression model for African-American
women
Independent
Significance
Lack of spatial Socioeconomic Demographic
variables
of racial
accessibility
factor
factor
disparities in
factor
late-stage
diagnosis
Significance of
racial disparities
1.0
-0.09
0.43
-0.25
in late-stage
diagnosis
Lack of spatial
accessibility
factor

-0.09

1.0

0.004

0.07

Socioeconomic
factor

0.43

0.004

1.0

-0.11

Demographic
factor

-0.25

0.07

-0.11

1.0
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5.5 Results of Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis among Hispanic Women
2

2

The Cox and Snell R was 0.20 and Nagelkerke (adjusted) R was 0.46 in the
2

logistic regression analysis conducted for Hispanic women. The R indicated that about
46% of the variance within the dependent variable could be explained by the set of
predictor variables including racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis, demographic
characteristics, socioeconomic status, and lack spatial accessibility to mammography
facilities.
The logistic regression results are summarized in Table 5.10 with significance
level and odds ratio for each independent variable. Table 5.11 shows the correlation
coefficients between the four independent variables and smaller coefficients indicate that
the independent variables are not highly correlated and not suitable in the logistic
regression model. The lack of spatial accessibility was not a significant term in the
logistic regression model with the p value of 0.28, while all other factors tested
significant including significance of racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis,
demographic characteristics, and socioeconomic status.
Odds ratio is a measurement of the probability of occurrence for the event of ‗1‘
of the dependent variable. The regression model for Hispanic women indicated that if a
census tract was tested significant for racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis, this tract
had 4.42-folds likelihood to display significant racial disparities for breast cancer
mortality. The factor of lack of spatial accessibility did not have a significant impact; the
p value was greater than the significance level (0.05) and its odds ratio had a 0.80-1.07
(95% confidence interval). Therefore, dropping the spatial accessibility factor in the
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analysis won‘t have a significant effect on the prediction capability of the logistic
regression model established for Hispanic women.
Census tracts that tested significant in racial disparities of breast cancer mortality
were found within the metropolitan areas of Houston, Dallas, and Austin-San Antonio as
well as along the Southwest border for Hispanic women. Examining the spatial
distribution of five measurements of lack of spatial accessibility to mammography
facilities showed that it took shorter time and travel distance to the available
mammography facilities within the urban areas relatively to the area along the Southwest
border of Texas. As a consequence, lack of spatial accessibility mitigated its influence on
the significance of racial disparities in breast cancer mortality constructed in the logistic
regression model across space.
The odds ratio was 5.30 with the confidence interval of 4.26-6.59 for
socioeconomic factor, which played an important role in predicting whether a census
tract had significant racial disparities in breast cancer mortality. The percentage of
African-Americans as the demographic factor was a significant predictor in the logistic
regression model. Its odds ratio was 0.73 with a confidence interval of 0.63-0.84. This
indicated that a census tract with a smaller percentage of African-Americans was more
likely to test significant in racial disparities of breast cancer mortality for Hispanic
females.
The global Moran‘s I was used to test whether the residuals of the logistic
regression model established for Hispanic women had any spatial autocorrelation. The
Moran‘s I index was 0.034 indicating a weakly but significant (p=0.001) spatial
dependency for the residuals. Geographic weight can be applied in the logistic regression
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to take the neighborhood effect into consideration and improve the performance of the
regression model. However, the geographically-weighted logistic regression could not
converge because there were quite a few missing values and not enough counts of ‗1‘
value for the independent variable. Failure to converge often happens to the logistic
regression model. So the results could not be provided for the geographically-weighted
logistic regression model.
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Table 5.10 Logistic regression results for Hispanic women: racial disparities in breast
cancer mortality as dependent variable (RD) and racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis
(RD), demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status, and lack of spatial accessibility
as independent variables
Independent variables
Significance of racial
disparities in late-stage
diagnosis
Factor of lack of spatial
accessibility
Socioeconomic factor
Demographic factor

Parameter Standard
estimate
error

P value

Odds
ratio

Odds ratio
C.I. (95%)

1.49

0.20

<0.000001 4.42

3.01 - 6.51

-0.08

0.07

0.279867

0.92

0.80 - 1.07

1.67

0.11

<0.000001 5.30

4.26 -6.59

-0.31

0.07

0.000017

0.73

0.63 - 0.84

Table 5.11 Correlation coefficients of logistic regression model for Hispanic women
Independent
Significance Factor of lack Socioeconomic
Demographic
variables
of racial
of spatial
factor
factor
disparities in accessibility
late-stage
diagnosis
Significance of
racial disparities
1.0
-0.09
0.43
-0.25
in late-stage
diagnosis
Factor of lack
spatial
accessibility
Socioeconomic
factor
Demographic
factor

-0.09

1.0

0.004

0.07

0.43

0.004

1.0

-0.11

-0.25

0.07

-0.11

1.0
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5.6 Conclusions
This study assessed the association between significance of racial disparities in
breast cancer mortality and predictors including the significance of racial disparities in
late-stage diagnosis, demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status, and lack of
spatial accessibility factors. All fourteen variables include a number of outliers; hence a
normal-score transformation was required before the analysis could proceed.
A factor analysis was performed in order to reduce the high correlation among the
predictor variables. In this study, the factor analysis concluded that the percentage of
population was an important predictor of lack of spatial accessibility to mammography
facilities. Thus, percentage of rural population was grouped into the factor of lack of
spatial accessibility (Table 5.6). The rural and urban areas often show distinctive
accessibility to health care facilities, which impacts the breast cancer survival and
mortality rates. Breast cancer incidences are reported to be different between the rural
and urban areas. For example, urban areas were reported to have 1.06-1.83 higher breast
cancer incidence than rural areas in the United States (Hall 2005; Gregorio et al. 2002;
Prehn and West 1998; Weiss et al. 1997). Remote areas were often reported to lack
access to health care (Girgis et al. 2000).
As expected, the travel distance and driving time were shorter within urban areas
due to the concentration of health care facilities and physicians within urban areas which
leads to easier geographical access to health care facilities (Jordan et al. 2004). The
mammography services were not well-developed in the remote areas, particularly along
the Southwest border of Texas with a large Hispanic population. Moreover, Hispanic
percentage was identified as a measurement of socioeconomic factor in that Hispanic
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population is frequently reported to have lower socioeconomic status, lagging behind
non- Hispanic whites in education attainment and median household income (Chapa and
Rosa 2004; Chapa and Valencia 1993). The percentage of African-Americans was the
only variable referred to the demographic factor in the factor analysis and impacted the
significance of racial disparities in breast cancer mortality for both African-American and
Hispanic women.
The logistic regression model was constructed to investigate the significance of
racial disparities in breast cancer mortality. The predictors included the significance of
racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis of breast cancer as well as demographic
characteristics, socioeconomic status, and lack of spatial accessibility which were
obtained in the factor analysis. All the independent variables tested not highly correlated
with each other in the regression models.
First, the logistic regression concluded that a census tract was more than four
times more likely to have significant racial disparities in breast cancer mortality if the
census tract displayed significant racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis. AfricanAmericans and Hispanics are frequently reported to have a higher likelihood of being
diagnosed late, which leads to lower survival and higher mortality rates for the minority
groups in addition to cancer treatment difference across racial groups (Boyer-Chammard
et al. 1999; Chevarley and White 1997; Joslyn and West 2000). For example, AfricanAmericans and Mexicans had 1.4-3.6-folds likelihood to be diagnosed with state IV
breast cancer and were less likely to undertake surgical treatment required by the 2000
National Comprehensive Cancer Network Standards. The treatment difference was
responsible for 1.2-3.0 fold greater risk of dying from breast cancer (Li et al. 2003).
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Second, the odds ratio of spatial accessibility factor in the logistic regression
indicated that easier access to mammography facilities did not help alleviate the
additional burdens of breast cancer mortality carried by African-American women. The
spatial accessibility to mammography facilities had no significant influence on higher
breast cancer mortality for Hispanic females compared to non-Hispanic whites. The study
presents another piece of evidence on the controversial influence of geographical
obstruction on health care utilization in the current literature studies (Arcury et al. 2005;
Athas et al. 2000; Baldwin et al. 2004; Nattinger et al. 2001; Piette and Moos 1996).
The current study is consistent with the conclusions drawn by Tarlov and
colleague in 2009 that the mean network distance from mammography facilities to the
residence of breast cancer patients in Chicago had no significant influence on stage
diagnosis of breast cancer. However, another study found that the longer driving distance
measured using the census tract centroid weighted by its population to the closest
mammography facility was a risk factor of advanced stage diagnosis in breast cancer for
Hispanic and white women in Los Angeles County (Gumpertz 2006). Meersman and his
colleague reinforced Gumpertz‘ statement pertaining to the effect of distance to
mammography facilities in addition to an unexpected finding that lack of English
proficiency was a protective factor to have a recent mammogram, which could be
justified by the effective outreach program of the Every Woman Counts in low-income
Latina communities.
The unique characteristic of the current research is to investigate how spatial
accessibility to mammography facilities had an influence on the significance of racial
disparities of breast cancer. The census tracts with significant racial disparities in breast
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cancer mortality were found within the metropolitan areas of Houston, Dallas, and
Austin-San Antonio for both African-Americans and Hispanics. Health care services are
generally denser and take less time to drive to, but the results in the study indicated that
other more important factors determined the health outcomes among minority groups
instead of geographical access to mammography facilities. Besides, the emphasis should
be place on the Southwest border of Texas to reduce the breast cancer mortality for
Hispanic women as well. The intervention program could be planned to locate more
mammography facilities to improve the physical access to health care.
Third, this study suggests that socioeconomic factor played a critical role in
determining if a census tract had significantly higher death rates of breast cancer for
African-Americans compared with non-Hispanic white women. Lower socioeconomic
level had substantially negative influence on racial disparities of breast cancer mortality.
For instance, the study concluded that a census tract with lower socioeconomic status was
about five times more likely to experience significant racial disparities in breast cancer
mortality.
In geographic regions with lower SES, the vulnerability for minorities such as
African-American and Hispanic women increases more than for their white counterparts.
The socioeconomic status is an essential driving force for the deterioration of health
outcomes experienced by the minority and disadvantaged groups. African-American and
Hispanic women cannot receive the equal benefit from current medical advancement and
intervention programs of early detection (Chu et al. 1999). Consequently, socioeconomic
status impacts people‘s health through multi-facet pathways ranging from affordability of
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health insurance, knowledge of health issues, perceptions of early detection, nutrition,
and life-style behavior (Baldwin et al. 2004; Goodman 1999).
Cost concern is more related to mammography use. For example, high SES
individuals among Hispanic women were reported to have higher utilization of
mammography facilities (Stein et al. 1991). Population-based SES measured at the
aggregate level can provide information not only on individual health, but also on the
effects of community characteristics on individual health. Community socioeconomic
characteristics shape the individual health by making its unique contribution of the
neighborhood effect and are highly associated with individual SES (Robert 1998).
Fourth, the percentage of African-Americans had different effects on the
significance of racial disparities in breast cancer mortality. An examination of the dataset
indicated that African-American and Hispanic women had different geographic
distributions in the state of Texas. By taking population distributions into consideration,
this study points out the different targeted regions in order to reduce racial disparities of
breast cancer mortality for African-Americans and Hispanic women.
Augmenting the physical access to health care facilities through building more
health facilities couldn‘t be an effective approach to reduce racial disparities of breast
cancer. Instead, health-policy makers should focus on offering the subsidized health
insurance in a short term and improving the socioeconomic status in a long run for
minority groups so as to meet the goal of Healthy People 2010. The limitation of this
study is to assume that all populations were living in the centroid of each census tract,
which could lead to different conclusion with respect to the spatial accessibility in
comparison with the individual case.

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS, INTERVENTIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter summarizes and concludes the study. The first section recaps the
research findings and provides the conclusions. The second section gives a thorough
discussion of potential intervention programs based on the assessment of risk factors for
racial disparities of breast cancer mortality that was presented in Chapter V. The third
section outlines contributions of this research to the literature of cancer disparities. The
fourth section points out limitations of the research and suggests a number of emerging
research opportunities in breast cancer disparities.

6.1 Conclusions
As stated in Chapter I, the objectives of this research were to: 1) identify the
census tracts in Texas where both late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality for
African-Americans and Hispanics are significant high compared with non-Hispanic
whites, 2) examine the spatial relationship of the significant test of racial disparities
between late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality, and 3) investigate the risk
factors responsible for significant racial disparities in breast cancer mortality.
In achieving the first objective, this study examined whether geographic and
socio-demographic disparities existed in the occurrence of late-stage breast cancer
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diagnosis and mortality rates at the census tract level across the state of Texas from 19952005. The number and locations of census tracts that exhibited significant racial
disparities of breast cancer late-stage diagnosis were not consistent based on results from
the rate difference (RD) and rate ratio (RR) statistics. Many more census tracts with
significant racial disparities were identified using the RD statistic than RR in that the
number of census tracts with missing values varied greatly for the two statistics due to
their measurement characteristics. With the RD measurement, 188 census tracts were
found to have significantly higher late-stage diagnosis for African-American in
comparison with non-Hispanic whites, while only 9 census tracts were significant in RR.
Most of these census tracts were located within the metropolitan areas of Houston,
Dallas, and Austin-San Antonio, where African-American residents were concentrated.
About 80% of the census tracts that were significant in racial disparities of late-stage
diagnosis had more than 20% population living under the poverty line. Hispanics were
found to have significantly higher late-stage diagnosis within 266 census tracts. Besides
the metropolitan areas stated above, the census tracts with significant racial disparities
included the area along the Southwest border of Texas for Hispanics. Among these
census tracts, about 88% in these tracts had a low SES status because that more than 20%
population lived under the poverty line. The strong connection of racial disparities in latestage diagnosis and low SES status may reflect the obstacles to accessing limited health
resources and lack of financial support for minorities, in more impoverished areas.
More census tracts were identified as significant in racial disparities for breast
cancer mortality than for late-stage diagnosis. Using a RD measurement, AfricanAmericans were found to have had 278 out of 4,388 census tracts (6.30%) that tested for
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significantly higher breast cancer mortality rates and 328 census tracts (7.47%) for
Hispanic women. No census tracts were significant using the RR statistic. Most of these
census tracts with significant racial disparities were located in the metropolitan areas of
Houston, Dallas, and Austin-San Antonio. For Hispanics, the Southwest border of Texas
was also found to have a great number of census tracts with significant racial disparities
in breast cancer mortality. Most of these identified census tracts had a low socioeconomic
status of more than 10.00% population living under poverty line.
The second objective of the study was to compare the spatial patterns of racial
disparities in late-stage diagnosis rates and breast cancer mortality rates. The map overlay
illustrated that the census tracts that tested significant in racial disparities of both latestage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality did not fully overlap. African-American
women had 109 census tracts tested significant in racial disparities of both breast cancer
mortality and late-stage diagnosis, while Hispanics had 130 census tracts tested
significant in both racial disparities. The confirmatory data analysis of logistic regression
models was utilized to assess the relationship between racial disparities and
socioeconomic status. As a result, census tracts with the middle and low SES were 2.27
and 18.35 times more likely to report significant racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis
among African-Americans, while the odds ratios were 1.86 and 10.19 for breast cancer
mortality respectively. Within census tracts of middle and low SES level, Hispanics were
found to be 3.24 and 46.89 times more likely to be associated with significantly higher
rates of late-stage diagnosis than non-Hispanic white females. Additionally, these ratios
were 2.51 and 24.29 for breast cancer mortality among Hispanics. The poverty level
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impacted the significance of these two racial disparities to a much greater extent for
Hispanics than for African-Americans.
The spatial relationship of the two racial disparities based RD and RR statistics
was assessed using linear regression models. Using the normalized RD measurements for
both racial disparities, the linear regression demonstrated that 23% of the variance in
racial disparities of breast cancer mortality could be explained by the disparities of latestage diagnosis for both African-Americans and Hispanics. On the other hand, more than
45% of the variance of racial disparities in breast cancer mortality was contributed by
racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis if measured in RR. LISA statistics were
employed to the residuals of linear regression and found a significant spatial
autocorrelation within these residuals. Therefore, geographically-weighted regressions
were conducted and had slightly improved R squares by taking the neighborhood effect
into account. Furthermore, the logistic regression models found that if a census tract
identified significant racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis, the census tract was 33.76
times more likely tested significant in racial disparities of breast cancer mortality for
African-Americans and 30.39 times more likely for Hispanics. The strong association of
these two disparities was found and varied across the state of Texas.
The third objective was to investigate other potential risk factors responsible for
significant racial disparities in breast cancer mortality since the regression analyses had
2

low R when only racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis were considered as the
independent variable. A factor analysis was performed for fourteen normalized
predictors. The factor analysis revealed that three factors accounted for 75% variance
underlying the dataset. These three factors are demographic characteristics,
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socioeconomic status, and lack of spatial accessibility to mammography facilities.
Subsequent logistic regression analysis found the significant contribution of these
predictors. For instance, if a census tract is tested significant in racial disparities of latestage diagnosis, then the census tract was four times more likely to be significant in racial
disparities of breast cancer mortality. The spatial accessibility factor had the odds ratio
less than one for African-American women, which indicated that close proximity to
mammography facilities was not a determining factor in the significance of racial
disparities in breast cancer mortality. The spatial accessibility factor was not a significant
predictor in the logistic model established for Hispanics.
The socioeconomic factor was recognized as a critical predictor to determine if a
census tract was significant in racial disparities of breast cancer mortality. For example,
an impoverished census tract was 2.43 times and 5.30 times more likely to be significant
in racial disparities of breast cancer mortality for African-Americans and for Hispanics
respectively. Moreover, the socioeconomic factor plays an important role in determining
if people have health insurance and financial support to afford the costs associated with
cancer screening for an early detection and adequate treatments. This study pointed out
that racial disparities in breast cancer were not merely driven by deficient supply of
health care. Therefore, establishing more health care facilities in the poor areas with more
than 20% population living under the poverty line may not be an effective way to reduce
cancer disparities.
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6.2 Intervention Programs
This research uncovered the geographic regions in Texas that exhibited significant
racial disparities in late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality among AfricanAmerican and Hispanic women from 1995-2005. An effective intervention program
should target needed subpopulations in the prioritized geographic regions. This study
revealed the important role of socioeconomic factor and significance of racial disparities
in late-stage breast cancer diagnosis, which determined if a census tract was significant in
racial disparities of breast cancer mortality. As a result, low-income and uninsured
women were frequently confronted with the multiple burdens of having limited access to
early detection care and lower access to post-diagnosis treatments. Thus, the subsidized
health insurances and free mammograms for disadvantaged African-Americans and
Hispanics could be applied at local communities to reduce racial disparities in breast
cancer. The long term goal to improve the African-American and Hispanic women‘s
health is to boost their income and enhance their social status through higher educational
attainment.
Community-based intervention programs proved to be a potentially effective
approach to reduce health disparities and improve health standing of underserved
Cancer Detection Programs: Every Woman
populations. The campaign program called ―
Counts (CDP: EWC), has been successful in promoting mammography utilization. A
recent study found that women who were not proficient in English reported more
mammogram screening than women with better English proficiency in Los Angeles
County (Meersman et al. 2009). The CDP: EWC program provided a subsidized
screening and diagnostic service to qualified women in California and referred 62%
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screened women among the age group of 40-64 for further evaluation (Bhaskara et al.
2008).
Program similar to CDP: EWC could be replicated in Texas to reach out
underserved Hispanic women based on the culturally-sensitive model, particularly in the
metropolitan areas and Southwest border identified in this study. Computerized tracking
systems can be effective in reminding women due for their screening and follow-up
checks (Ruffin et al. 2000). For some time we have known that the cancer health care
faced by the Hispanic population can be improved through offering comprehensive
financial service of health insurance coverage, increasing the level of access to health
care, reinforcing health care delivery by shortening the waiting time, and boosting the
social and education levels of minorities in the long run (Andersen et al. 1981). More
recently, mobile mammography units have been developed, and these units could be
deployed in the remote areas of the Southwest border of Texas to increase the
accessibility of people in these areas to health care.
The Texas Cancer Council funded the project of African American Breast Cancer
Outreach (AABCO) in 1998 (Adams et al. 2003). A community-based and culturally
sensitive model was applied to increase the awareness of breast cancer and screening
utilization among African American women from 1998-2003 (Israel et al.1998; Adams
2007). The AABCO model can be introduced to implement into the three metropolitan
areas with significant racial disparities in breast cancer mortality for African-Americans
identified in this research. Health promotion activities can be planned on important
holidays such as Mother‘s Day in churches, shopping malls, and beauty shops, partnering
with local health organizations. Health education workshops can be organized by local
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oncologists and general practitioners to improve awareness and attract higher rate of
attendance from local communities. The barriers preventing women from screening can
be ascertained through a well-designed survey, which can help address women‘s health
concerns and improving the effectiveness intervention activities. A focus group with
breast cancer patients and their family members steered by professional nurses can be a
great way to raise the importance of mammography screening and breast health among
women (Lee 2000).

6.3 Contributions
Although a lot of efforts have been devoted to research in health disparities, the
mechanisms responsible for widening gaps of racial disparities in breast cancer are still
not clear. This is partly due to the complexity in the interactions among risk factors
affecting breast cancer outcomes (Lannin et al. 2002). This study exemplifies how GIS
techniques could provide an innovative platform to investigate racial and geographic
disparities of breast cancer. The insights from this dissertation could be applied to the
targeted areas for more effective intervention programs to reduce these disparities. This
study has made the following two overarching contributions towards untangling the
complex relationships between risk factors affecting breast cancer and widening
disparities.
First, the study focused on a larger study area at fine spatial aggregation levels.
Most racial disparities research concentrated on smaller regions such as a few counties
and SEER regions to combine all individual cases into different racial groups. The
current study examined racial disparities in breast cancer for the whole state of Texas.
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This research is novel as it investigated how racial disparities in breast cancer vary across
geographic regions. Geographic disparities research can help investigate racial disparities
in health rising from adverse environmental influence and different levels of access to
health care services under different regions.
Second, this study addressed the fact that few studies have examined the direct
connection of racial disparities between late-stage diagnosis and breast cancer mortality
across geographic regions. This study applied regression models to the normalized
statistics of racial disparities and investigated the association of both racial disparities
using linear and logistic regressions. Most studies to date have utilized either single or a
composite socioeconomic index in a categorical format to assess how socioeconomic
status impact racial disparities of health, whereas this study produced a set of more
comprehensive and numeric factors to represent socioeconomic status. Measurements of
spatial accessibility were improved using the more accurate network-based distance and
travel time instead of Euclidean straight-line distance. This study not only identified the
census tracts in need of immediate attention to improve minority breast cancer health, but
also pointed out some vital factors responsible for these significant racial disparities in
breast cancer. This research discussed some intervention strategies to provide subsidized
health insurance, financial support, and free mammogram utilization for underserved
population among African-American and Hispanic females in needed communities.

6.4 Limitations and Future Work
The primary limitations in this study are elaborated as follows for the purpose of
pointing out some future research directions. First, the modifiable areal unit problem
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(MAUP) is a great concern for epidemiology studies. MAUP could lead to different
statistical results based on the aggregation of the same individual-level data into different
spatial units and zoning boundaries (Openshaw 1984). For example, the author explored
racial disparities of breast cancer mortality at the county, zip code, and census tract levels
before conducting this research and found the census tract level offered a more complete
and better understanding of racial disparities in breast cancer mortality.
The second limitation is related to data quality and data processing. Incomplete
geocoding of cancer data may result in the change of both racial disparities in this study.
About 0.42% of breast cancer incidences were not mapped as a result of
incompleteness/absence of an address, errors in an address, or a mailing address in the
form of a post office box. About 12,480 cancer cases (8.34%) had missing information
about the stage of cancer at diagnosis, which could impact the significance test of racial
disparities in late-stage diagnosis across space. With respect to breast cancer mortality,
the addresses of 13% of non-Hispanic whites, 10% of African-Americans, and Hispanic
cases could not to be geocoded. The difference in geocoding rates among racial groups
may have influenced the significance test of racial disparities in breast cancer mortality.
Pertaining to data processing, age-adjusted incidence and mortality rates were calculated
for each race using the 2000 US census population, but breast cancer cases were
aggregated in the years from 1995 to 2005. Using the 2000 population to represent the
exposed population in the period may cause an artificial inflation of incidence and
mortality rates. Moreover, the increase in population varies among different racial
groups. The small sample number issue may take place from calculating the cancer rates
at such small geographical level of census tract. Statistical smoothing algorithms can be
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applied to reduce the uncertainty within local small-area variations by considering
neighborhood effects (Kafadar 1994). However, different algorithms have distinct
underlying assumptions of spatial disease patterns and the difficulties in quantifying the
uncertainties of smoothing rates and non-stationarity in datasets (Goovaerts 2005).
Third, lack of information on individual socioeconomic status and early screening
detection place a significant barrier to investigate racial disparities in female breast
cancer. This study assumed that population lived in the centroid of census tract to
measure spatial accessibility to mammography facilities. In addition, the actual
mammography utilization could be subject to a number of complicated factors including
health insurance, financial obstacles, and physician recommendations.
Thus, future research on female cancer disparities could be extended to the study
of mammography utilization difference across race, differences in health insurance, and
health care provider variability across regions. Additional qualitative information could
be gleaned through well-designed surveys that identify other psycho-social risk factors
underlying cancer disparities such as the beliefs about the possibility of developing breast
cancer, and the perceived importance of mammogram prevention and fear of finding
breast cancer (Adams 2007; Russell and Shedd-Steele 2003).
Frequently combining cancer cases in broad categories such as Hispanic origin
may obfuscate different risk factors underlying cancer disparities among subpopulations.
Future research can be expanded to investigate racial disparities from a range of breast
cancer outcomes among subpopulation groups. The study of carcinoma characteristics
such as estrogen and progesterone receptors may shed an insight in respect to biological
breast cancer treatment on different racial groups. The environmental inequality can be
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placed as another emphasis to exploit the adverse effects harmful environmental exposure
from their contaminated resident areas, especially for minority and disadvantaged groups
(Abelsohn et al. 2002). The gene-environment interaction research can open a pioneering
arena for cancer disparities by helping better understand the biological pathways of
cancer disease caused by the physical and socio-culture environments (Wilson et al.
2002). This kind of research can aid in answering the questions such as how
socioeconomic status determine people‘s health not only from affordability of health care
utilization, but also the essential biological change at the molecule level through
modifying life-style, human behaviors, and diary consumption in a long term (Eertmans
et al. 2001).
In conclusion, this research helps identify the specific areas where immediate
attention should be placed to reduce racial disparities in breast cancer outcomes in Texas.
The socioeconomic status plays an important role in shaping individual health through
neighborhood effects. New mammography facilities and health care clinics could be
placed within impoverished and remote areas where minority and disadvantaged residents
are more concentrated. Culturally sensitive community-based models could be
implemented at targeted geographic areas to reduce the rates of late-stage diagnosis and
improve the survival rates of breast cancer among disadvantaged groups including
African-American and Hispanic women.
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APPENDIX A. SUMMARY OF SELECTED PUBLICATIOINS

The table below lists some selected publications and the findings presented in these
publications
Study

Purpose

Study
design
Cohort
study

Findings

Future work

Bickell
et al.
(2009)

Evaluate a
tracking and
feedback
registry effect
on oncology
consultations
and use of
adjuvant
treatment.

Implementation of the
tracking and feedback
registry improved
radiation oncology
consultations and use
of adjuvant treatment.

A tracking and
feedback registry
program could be an
effective approach to
reduce racial
disparities.

Menash
e et al.
(2009)

Explore the
racial
disparities in
breast cancer
mortality
among
AfricanAmerican
women.

Populati
onbased
study

Disparities in mortality
between blacks and
whites have been
widened, mainly driven
by the higher death
rates among blacks.

The etiology of the
excess burden and
therapeutic strategies
should be placed on
research emphasis.

VonaDavis
and
Rose
(2009)

Summarize
the studies
regarding the
influence of
socioeconomi
c on breast
cancer tumor
biology and
prognosis.

Review

Poorer survival for
Hispanic women was
accounted for the
socioeconomic
disadvantage and later
stage at diagnosis.
African-American
women had more
aggressive tumors.

Future research
should take an effort
on the influence of
social deprivation on
breast cancer tumor
characteristics.
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Kim et
al.
(2008)

Investigate the Cohort:
reason that
1999black women 2006
have poor
survival.

Higher proportion of
failure to complete
adjuvant therapy
among black women
indicates that
improving treatment
follow-up will help
increase survival for
blacks.

Future research
should aim at seeing
if it is generalizable
and what contribute
blacks to fail
complete adjuvant
therapy.

Meliker
et al.
(2008)

Assess the
survival
disparities
among
AfricanAmerican at
different
geographic
levels.

Calls more research
to identify innate and
modifiable factors
responsible for the
observed racial
disparities.

Shack et
al.
(2008)

Analyze
socioeconomi
c variations by
region and age
in England.

A novel statistic
method by accounting
for population size was
proposed to quantify
the survival differences
among AfricanAmerican. The
inconsistency occurred
for the survival
disparities at different
geographical scales.
The highest incidence
of breast cancer
occurred among the
least deprived groups.
Slight variation by
region was observed in
breast cancer
incidence.

Tarlov
et al.
(2008)

Method
ological
study

Cohort
study:
English
cancer
registrie
s
between
1998
and
2003.
Investigate the Cohort
association of study:
breast cancer
1996stage with
1998.
characteristics
of
mammograph
y facility
locations.

Vainshte Compare
in
breast cancer
(2008)
incidence at

Review

Homicides neighbor
effects were associated
with stage of breast
cancer. No association
was observed for
neighborhood
characteristics besides
crime in the
neighborhood.

Positive correlation
was found between
SES and breast cancer

Data collection and
timeliness may
contribute the
regional variation.
Completeness of
registration is less for
deprived groups.
Ecological measures
of SES may not
represent individuals.
Future efforts may
advance research
related to factors of
perceived threats
effect on
mammography use.
Research needed to
disentangle the
effects of facility
areas from
neighborhood
characteristics.
The standard
measurement of SES
is absent from the
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different SES
across races.

incidence. Racial
disparities in breast
cancer for Hispanics
and Asian narrowed
down in higher SES
group.
Disparities regarding to
breast cancer were
reported ranging from
incidence, hormonal
and lifestyle factors,
genetic/biologic
factors.
Racial disparities
increased the most for
minorities at the lowest
SES group.

current literature.

Future research will
benefit from study of
the pathway of these
determinants effects
on health disparities.
Various
socioeconomic
factors should be
assessed on health
disparities.
Effort should focus
on culturally- and
linguisticallyappropriate strategies
to implement
intervention program.

Brody et
al.
(2007)

Identify gaps
of breast
cancer
research
related to
disparities.

Review

Chu et
al.
(2007)

Examine the
trend of
disparity
change in
cancer
mortality by
race and
socioeconomi
c.
Comprehensiv
ely review
social,
economic, and
cultural
factors
associated
with mortality
disparities.

Populati
onbased
study:
19902000.

Review:
19802006

The authors addressed
social, economic and
cultural factors
associated with
mortality disparities in
breast cancer between
African-American and
whites.

Gomez
et al.
(2007)

Identify the
underuse of
mammograph
y screening
among the
Asian
subpopulation.

Institutional, cultural
and linguistic factors
were important barriers
for Asian women not
following
mammography use
recommendation in
addition to SES.

Owusu
et al.
(2007)

Assess the
association of
survival with
treatment
receipt.

Cohort
study:
2001
Californ
ia
Health
Intervie
w
Survey
Cohort
study:
19971999

Gerend
and Pai
(2007)

Women older than 75
were less likely to
receive guideline
therapy which caused
decrease in breast

It is an overview of
breast cancer research
related to disparities
and environmental
issues.
Much work still need
including early
detection and
treatment
intervention due to
the disparity increase.

Research need to
emphasize the
randomized clinical
trial among the older
population.
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Wells
and
Roetzhei
m
(2007)

Evaluate if
Latinas
received less
mammograph
y screening
and what
factors could
explain it.

Carey et
al.
(2006)

The
prevalence of
subtype of
breast cancer
identified.

Georgia
et al.
(2006)

Explore
disparities in
treatment and
decisionmaking in
minority
women.

Grann et
al.
(2006)

Evaluate the
correlation of
survival with
geographic
regions.

Sarfati
et al.
(2006)

Test
hypothesis
that
socioeconomi
c and racial
trends varies
in New
Zealand.

Field et
al.

Determine if
the survival

cancer-specific
survival.
Review Disparities in
mammography
screening were more
pronounced in
community samples
and elderly Hispanic
women. Lack of health
insurance and lower
SES were responsible
for the lower
screening-taken.
Cohort: Premenopausal
Carolina African-American
Breast
women are more likely
Cancer
to have Basal-like
Study;
tumors and less likely
1993to have luminal A
1996.
tumor.
Review Providing sufficient
knowledge and
appreciating the social
and familial emotional
context should be
considered in helping
patients making proper
treatment options.
Cohort
Detroit has
study:
significantly higher
1990mortality rates in the
2001
11 SEER regions.
Hawaii has the best
survival. Overall, black
had the worse survival.
Populati Due to mortality
onincrease among Maori
based
women, racial
study:
disparities widened.
1981Higher income and
1999.
education groups had
significantly decrease
of breast cancer
mortality.
Retrospe African-American still
ctive
experienced survival

Predictor of
mammography use
including
employment, nativity,
and psychosocial
variables should be
assessed in future.

Future research
needed to confirm
that young AfricanAmerican have
higher prevalence of
basal-like tumors.
Research should
explore how
decision-making
affect breast cancer
diagnosis in the
health-care delivery
system.
Linking SEER
database with
individual
socioeconomic and
insurance data should
become policy
priority.
Studies regarding to
stage differences are
needed among Maori
and pacific people
related to non-Maori
non-Pacific women.

More research should
be conducted on how
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(2005)

disparities
were
persistent
among
AfricanAmerican.
Report the
characteristics
of on-schedule
mammograph
y rescreening

cohort:
19931998

Glazier
et al.
(2004)

Reveal
geographic
patterns of
mammograph
y use in
Toronto.

Cohort
Study:
2000

Gwyn et
al.
(2004)

Examine
racial
difference in
the interval of
medical
consultation,
diagnosis, and
treatment
among
AfricanAmerican.
Evaluate the
geographical
cluster among
racial group in
Texas

Cohort
study:
19901992

Illustrate
patterns and
trends of
mortality by
region, age

Populati
onbased
study:
1950-

Bobo et
al.
(2004)

Hsu et
al.
(2004)

Sturgeo
n et al.
(2004)

Prospect
ive
Cohort:
intervie
w

Populati
onbased
study:
19901996

disparities despite
access to health and
having insurance.

socioeconomic factor
and patient‘s
interactions with
health care system
influence their receipt
of health care.
Race, move since index Research needed to
mammogram,
determine who
reminders from
belongs to the 20%
physician, social
not adheres to the
support improved the
rescreening schedule.
reschedule screening
rate on time.
Modifiable areal unit
The study may be
problem was
limited by data
investigated.
coding error and
Mammography intake
accuracies. Area
had a strong positive
characteristics from
association with
1996 Canadian
income and
Census were applied
immigration status.
to women in 2000.
Access to care and
Additional research
lower socioeconomic
need to focus on
may contribute to the
other contributors to
observed delay in
which population
diagnosis and treatment have the medical care
among Africandelay.
American women.

The most likely cluster
occurred along Gulf
coast and Central
Texas for non-Hispanic
whites. Hispanics had a
relative risk of 18%
with excessive
mortality burden in the
West of Texas.
Favorable historical
pattern of mortality has
been diminished in
1990s. AfricanAmerican women

The detected cluster
in Texas warrants the
further research.

A continued need is
required to monitor
breast cancer
continuum across
region in order to
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and race
group.
Chu et
al.
(2003)

Determine the
treatment
difference by
examining
survival rates.

Li et al.
(2003)

Investigate
breast cancer
treatment,
survival and
mortality
across races.

Bradley
et al.
(2002)

Disentangle
the influence
of sociodemographic
factors on the
stage,
treatment and
survival.

Coughli
n et al.
(2002)

Examine the
disparities of
rural and
urban in
mammograph
y screening.
Legler et Estimate
al.
mammograph
(2002)
y use across
states based
on county
sociodemographic
data.
Chu et
Four joints of
al.
estrogen and
(2001)
progesterone

1999.

experienced the most
disparities in South.

understand why the
favorable trend
erodes in South.
Populati Younger black women The study is limited
onexperienced racial
that there was no
based
differences in treatment biological difference
study
for both ER+ and ER-. in the aggressiveness
No survival disparities of breast cancer
for older black suggest among racial groups.
that Medicare may
alleviate the situation.
Retrospe Minority groups
The study is limited
ctive
experienced more
by possible race
cohort
advanced and poor
misclassification,
study:
prognostic breast
incomplete of
1992cancer tumors.
treatment
1998
information, and lack
of other risk factors.
Retrospe After controlling for
The study has
ctive
confounders, lower
limitations of
cohort:
socioeconomic status
underreporting
1996was a predictor for
women having
1997
unfavorable breast
radiation therapy,
cancer outcome instead generability due to
of race.
constrain to urban
areas, ecologic
poverty
measurement,
misclassifying data.
Cohort
Hispanic women had
Classification of
study:
relatively low
residence areas as
1997screening rates.
rural and urban areas
1998.
Women living in rural
was problematic. The
areas underutilized the study may not be
preventive screening.
generalizable.
Method Positive association
Tailored research is
ology
was found for state
encouraged to target
study
variation of
the population in
mammography use
locations most
with number of
needed.
intervention research.
Cohort
study:
SEER

Each racial group has
the trend of
ER+PR+>ER-PR-

The ER and PR data
were reported from
different laboratories.

159
receptors wee
reported
among
multiple racial
groups.
Richards Examine the
on et al. treatment
(2001)
difference
between the
women
diagnosed by
government
program and
their
counterpart in
the area.
Caplan
Determine the
et al.
interval
(2000)
variation
between
abnormal
mammograph
y screening,
breast cancer
diagnostic and
treatment.
Hall et
Investigate the
al.
association of
(2000)
body size and
shape with
risk of breast
cancer.

May et
al.
(2000)

Address breast
cancer rates
using
mammograph
y screening
data.

cancer
registrie
s
between
1992
and
1997.
Cohort
study:
19921995

>ER+PR->ER-PR+.
ER determines the
subtypes of breast
cancer tumors while
PR modifies the
subgroup.

The sample sizes
were small for
minority groups.
Frequency of tumors
was used instead of
rates.

There were no
statistical different
treatments found
among low-income
women comparing with
the women diagnosed
with breast cancer in
those areas.

Health education
efforts should ensure
that women receive
the proper and
complete treatment.

Cohort
Study:
19911995.

Women with abnormal
mammograms, selfreported breast
symptoms has shorter
diagnostic interval than
normal one. White has
shorter intervals of
diagnosis and treatment
than other racial
groups.
Waist/hip ratio was
positively associated
with risk of developing
breast cancer among all
postmenopausal
women.
Premenopausal white
women were observed
to have an inverse
association of body
mass with risk of breast
cancer.
American
Indians/Alaska native
had the highest
detected breast cancer
derived from
mammography

Further investigation
needed to identify the
factors associated
with longer intervals
between diagnosis
and treatment.

Casecontrol
study

Cohort
study:
19931996

Future research effort
may be directed at
better classification
of fat distribution and
inclusion of
confounding factors
of SES, physical
activity, and diet.

The study may not be
generalizable to the
whole population due
to using the data from
the National Breast
and Cervical Cancer
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Moorma
n et al.
(1999)

Investigate the Cohort:
association of intervie
obesity with
w
stage of breast
cancer among
black and
white.

Lannin
et al.
(1998)

Evaluate SES
and cultural
factors on
breast cancer
stage.

Marchan Examine the
d (1991) survival
patterns
among
Japanese and
Caucasians.

Casecontrol
study:
intervie
w
;19851996
Review

screening.
Mammography
screening variation
may account for some
of the observed
difference of breast
cancer incidence.
Anthropometric
factors, SES, and
medical factors explain
substantially
differences of stage of
breast cancer between
black and white.

Early Detection
Program
(NBCCEDP).

SES and cultural belief
together largely
accounted for the
observed stage
difference among
African-American
women.
The literature supports
that weak negative
association exist
between obesity and
survival.

Generalization of the
study could be
applied.

Information on
mammography
screening, education
used as a measure of
SES, no data
regarding access to
health care or cultural
beliefs limited this
study.

Lower fat intake in
Japanese which may
explain the better
survival for Japanese
deserve the further
study.
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